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Abstract 

In this paper, we build a hedonic price model to explain the variation in freight rates in 

individual contracts using microeconomic data of the VLCC market. Using XGBoost and 

SHAP values to investigate the importance and significance of the various variables, we found 

that market condition and cyclicality have the greatest impact on the variance of freight rates, 

followed by route and charterer identity as a result of strategic behavior and bargaining power 

of charterers. Moreover, dominant charterers on westbound routes possess bargain power to 

reduce the fixture rates while their counterparts on eastbound routes are willing to pay a higher 

price than mean estimation. Finally, SHAP value can be considered as an efficient and reliable 

tool to assess the fixture rates in individual contracts. 
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1. Introduction 

The tanker shipping sector is one of the most active markets in the shipping industry with the 

highest trading volume. Crude oil tankers are mostly used to deliver crude oil from production 

points to the consumption area. Besides, they are used sometimes for storing post-produced 

crude oil and delivering oil products. The global crude tanker fleet size is forecasted to reach 

423 million deadweight tonnes (Dwt) in 2020, a growth of 8.7% compared to 2018 (Research 

and Markets, 2020). The development of this market follows the increase of oil demand and 

urban population as long as geopolitical developments. Depending on the sizes of vessels, the 

tanker fleet is divided into five segments: VLCC (Very Large Crude Carrier), Suezmax, 

Aframax, Panamax, Handy and small tankers. Among these, VLCC tankers can transport up to 

2 million barrels of oil and with a carrying capacity of around 300,000 Dwt and are considered 

to be more economical than other tankers, especially in transporting high volume of crude oil 

over long distances. Hence, “a charterer always prefers to hire a VLCC rather than chartering 

two or three Aframax” (Alderton, 2004).  In 2019, the highest market share belongs to VLCC, 

followed by Suezmax and Aframax (Research and Markets, 2020). The freight market in the 

international bulk shipping industry can be mainly divided into spot market for single voyages 

and auxiliary market for period time charters (Adland, 2008). Under spot charter contracts, 

charterers hire the ship to carry specific cargo from a loading port to a discharge port and the 

price is specified as per-day rate or per-ton carry amount. On the other hand, time charter 

contracts are under a specific period of time, often at least a month, and the fixture rate is 

influenced by expectations about future short-term freight rates, interest rates, and risk premium 

(Kavussanos and Alizadeh, 2002). This paper will focus on the VLCC spot market. 

The freight rate in the spot market can be determined by current supply and demand of the 

tanker shipping market (Stopford, 2009) or global economic activities. However, at the micro-

level, the characteristics relating to vessels, route, and other contract specifications also play a 

role in forming fixture rates (see, for instance, Alizadeh and Talley, 2011a and Adland, 2016). 

This can be attributed to the shipping market practice that a fixture is often generated as a result 

of an auction among available vessels that are nearby the cargo.  

With the development of artificial intelligent techniques recently, there is a rise in research 

using state-of-the-art models. Although the black-box and flexible nature of those models have 

been mostly employed to predict the future freight rate, it has not been useful for evaluating the 
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formation of freight rates. Balancing between the ability of capturing sophisticated patterns and 

interpretability is one of the most important considerations to derive desirable empirical results. 

Our paper attempts to model freight rates using advanced techniques yet offer an assessment of 

the contribution of microeconomic variables to individual fixtures. In particular, our study 

suggests an approach to explain the price formation for individual fixture rates in the VLCC 

market using microeconomic data from 2011 to 2020 obtained from Clarkson Research’s 

Shipping Intelligence Network. Our contributions are twofold: (1) Building sophisticated 

models to estimate fixture rates using various microeconomic variables, and (2) providing an 

efficient approach to assess the rate estimations of individual contracts. The choice of 

microeconomic variables is greatly inspired by Adland, 2016. A statistical and semi-parametric 

model (i.e., GAM) and an artificial intelligent model (i.e., XGBoost) are formed to satisfy our 

first objective. The estimates from the model with better performance are used to measure 

SHAP values which in turn, reveal the contribution of each variable to individual contracts. 

In the next chapter, we cover literature review of previous and current research about 

forecasting freight rates in the shipping industry. Chapter 3 develops an understanding of the 

data set, followed by the introduction and explanation of machine learning frameworks used in 

the study in chapter 4. Chapter 5 presents in detail our methodology to implement theoretical 

and empirical frameworks to analyze the data. Chapter 6 discusses the findings, while 

conclusion and limitations would be presented in chapter 7.   
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2. Literature Review 

Investigating the formation of freight rate of bulk shipping has been a mature subject within 

maritime literature due to the availability of data and the maturity of the market. Based on the 

type of information used, the literature on this topic can be divided into two main groups.  

The first one builds investigating models based on macro-level information which is mostly 

represented by the interaction of supply and demand and the published freight rate indices. Both 

continuous time models (e.g. Bjerksund and Ekern, 1995; Tvedt, 1997; Adland and Cullinane, 

2006; Adland et al., 2008, Poblacion, 2015; Población, 2017) and time-series models 

(Kavussanos, 1996; Berg-Andreassen, 1996; Franses and Veenstra, 1997; Kavussanos and 

Alizadeh, 2001) are widely used in this approach. The performance of those studies has been 

poor probably because of aggregation bias (Alizadeh and Talley, 2011a). 

The other group focuses on using micro information (i.e., specifications of individual vessels, 

routes, charterer, and owner, etc.,) as the input. Using a database of Worldscale fixtures over a 

period of four and a half years, Tamvakis (1995) forms several statistical tests to detect the 

presence of premium paid for vessels of lower age, double hull construction, or trading to the 

U.S.A. Tamvakis and Thanopoulou (2000) investigates the existence of a two-tier spot freight 

market in the dry bulk freight market for medium and large bulk carriers of differing ages. 

However, they found no statistically significant difference in rates paid among older and 

younger carriers. Laulajainen (2007) investigates differences in shipping freight rates and 

operational profitability for different routes. Alizadeh and Talley (2011a,b) concludes that the 

duration of the laycan period is an important determinant of the shipping freight rate, besides 

the vessel's hull type, fixture deadweight utilization ratio, vessel age, and voyage routes. 

Moreover, freight rates also have a great impact on the laycan period, besides the Baltic Dirty 

Tanker Index and its volatility. Using generalized additive models (GAMs), Köhn and 

Thanopoulou (2011) suggests that contract specifications (i.e., place of delivery, charter length 

and number of days forward to delivery, vessel size and consumption, the paper quantifies 

quality) are related to differences in physical dry bulk charter rates. Tvedt (2011) develops a 

theoretical framework to model short-run freight rate at the micro level of matching individual 

cargoes and vessels in the market for VLCCs out of the Persian/Arabian Gulf (AG). The paper 

suggests that market psychology plays an as important role as supply and demand in forming 

short-run freight rates and that there is a difference in bargain power among different matches 
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of charterer and owner, impacting the fixture rates. Agnolucci et al. (2014) investigates the 

existence of a time charter rate premium for fuel efficiency in the Panamax dry bulk market. 

Adland and Cullinane (2016) studies the contribution of charterer and owner to freight rate and 

concludes that time-invariant factors and market features are the most influential factors 

determining the spot freight rate variations for VLCC-Capsize markets. Furthermore, charterer 

fixed effect has a great impact on price in the VLCC market while charterer and match effect 

(i.e., the interaction between charterer and owner) are prominent contributors to the price in the 

Capsize market. Adland et al. (2017a) builds a model including macro, vessel, and contract-

specific variables in order to find out the existence of fuel-efficiency premium in the dry bulk 

time charter market. They conclude that a premium is rewarded for energy-inefficient vessels 

during boom times and that later, owners recoup a small ratio of the savings in fuel costs through 

higher time charter rates. Adland et al. (2017b) estimates a hedonic pricing regression to 

produce a more objective market index based on heterogeneous fixture data in the Offshore 

Support Vessel (OSV) market. The paper concludes that the time fixed effects used to estimate 

the market index explain 70–80% of the variation in day rates and that spot freight rates are 

positively correlated with engine power and transport capacity. As a complement of Adland et 

al. (2017b), Adland (2019) uses transaction-based information to form a hedonic pricing 

framework to generate shipping indices and compare it to expert-generated price indices. They 

found a substantial deviation between their transaction-based indices and shipbrokers’ market 

indices, which is positively impacted by the level of day rates, and negatively impacted by the 

volume of transactions.  

Most of the mentioned literature use statistical and econometric based models. While offering 

interpretability, the functions of those models may not be flexible enough to capture fully 

complex patterns such as non-linearity, cyclicality, etc. In recent decades, artificial intelligent 

techniques with their flexible function designs and powerful self‐learning capabilities to 

produce more accurate results are becoming more popular as an alternative approach. However, 

artificial intelligent techniques are also regarded as “black-box” approaches as there is almost 

no transparency in how they treat the input information to generate the outcomes, a challenge 

in cases that the users desire to obtain more insight from the models in order to draw informed 

decisions. The attention about the trade-off between model accuracy and its interpretability has 

been rising in recent times. There have been several proposed approaches to address this 

problem such as LIME, DeepLIFT, Layer-wise Relevance Propagation, etc. Lundberg and Lee 
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(2017) suggests a unified framework for interpreting predictions, SHAP (SHapley Additive 

exPlanations) which assigns each feature an importance value for a particular prediction. This 

idea evolved from the concept of “Shapley values” in game theory for cooperation games 

(Shapley, 1953).  

The contribution of our paper is to exploit the flexible nature of advanced models to better 

capture the non-linear and cyclical patterns of the tanker shipping market yet maintain the 

explanatory ability of the hedonic price model using microeconomic determinants for the 

VLCC market. Therefore, we conduct a statistical and semi-parametric model (i.e., GAM) and 

an artificial intelligent model (i.e., XGBoost) to model the freight rates. The estimates from the 

model with better performance are used to derive SHAP values to evaluate the importance and 

significance of various microeconomic variables on the formation of fixture rates. SHAP values 

is also an efficient tool to assess fixture rates of individual contracts. 
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3. Data  

This chapter aims to discuss the dataset that is employed to estimate the models. After collecting 

the relevant dataset, we process the necessary steps to gather the set of variables for the models. 

As soon as the pre-processing of data is finished, the overview of each variable as well as the 

relationship between variables are given. 

3.1. Data Collection 

The dataset is derived from Clarkson Research’s Shipping Intelligence Network (2020) and 

includes 16,495 observations for the VLCC spot market from 4th January 2011 to 17th 

September 2020. The original data provides information of fixture dates; laycan from and 

laycan to dates which are the earliest day and the latest day that vessel has arrived at the port 

of loading and is ready to be loaded; names of charterers and owners; information of loading 

and discharge ports; and other information of vessels such as years when vessels were built, 

deadweights (Dwt), transported quantities; freight rates which are the dependent variable of the 

study as well as the unit of freight rates, namely WS (world scale), USD or RNR (rate not 

reported)1.  

World scale is developed by the World Scale Association in London as an attempt to return the 

same net daily income irrespective of voyage performed. WS100 is the flat rate which 

represents the voyage costs (expressed in USD per metric ton of cargo) of a standard vessel2 by 

transporting a tonne of cargo on an average 15,000-mile round trip voyage  (Worldscale 

Association Limited, n.d.). The flat rates are set annually based on the distance, a standard 

vessel’s fuel consumption, an average speed, updated vessel bunker prices, transit fees and the 

port costs and exchange rates (Stopford, 2009). The freight rate is negotiated upon the 

percentage of the flat rate WS100. Hence, WS50 means the price is one half of the published 

flat rate.  

 
1  Clarkson Research claimed that the unreported charter rates might happen when the various broking 

houses/Baltic Exchange reported the same fixture. However, unavailable freight rates are mainly for confidential 

reasons (Parker, 2014). 
2 A standard vessel is defined as having 75,000 Dwt, consumes 55 tonnes of fuel oil per day while sailing with 

additional 100 tonnes for other purposes than steaming and 5 tonnes of fuel in port (Stopford, 2009).   
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3.2. Data Pre-processing 

From the original dataset, we select variables relating to vessel, route, and fixture to explain the 

variation in freight rates in the VLCC spot market. Our choice of microeconomic determinants 

very much follows what is indicated in literature sections, especially the set of variables 

proposed by Adland et al. (2016) with some adjustments.  

Both Alizadeh and Talley (2011a) and Adland et al. (2016) include market index, which relies 

on Baltic Index, as a macro-determinant in the formation of freight rates. However, Adland et 

al. (2017b) argues that using the brokers’ market indices may generate biased estimations. 

Firstly, the indices may contain part of the heterogeneity that is already accounted for in the set 

of explanatory variables. Moreover, transaction-based data is greatly impacted by a macro 

variable, the market index, which is derived a priori from the micro data itself, resulting in a 

circularity problem. Therefore, in our study, the market index is generated following the 

procedure introduced by Adland et al. (2017b) and Adland et al. (2019). In particular, the 

transaction date is used  as a time-series indicator of the market. Adland et al. (2017b) also 

sounds a note of caution concerning the choice of time unit which should be long enough so 

that none of the time buckets are empty (i.e. does not contain any fixtures) as in this case, the 

estimate of the market level is zero. Thus, we choose to present the market indices at a monthly 

level. 

Lead time is measured as the duration between laycan from date and transaction date. Lay time 

thus refers to the agreed period of time the vessels are allowed to load or discharge and is 

suggested by Alizadeh and Talley (2011a). Variable age is the vessel age when the fixture 

transaction occurred and is calculated based on the year when the vessel was built. Load factor 

is the utilization ratio between the transported quantity to the total vessel’s freight capacity or 

deadweight. The final explanatory variable is the route from loading ports to discharge ports. 

There are 21 routes in total, represents the most popular routes, including Persian Gulf - South 

Korea, Persian Gulf - China, Persian Gulf - East, Persian Gulf - West, Persian Gulf - India, 

Persian Gulf - USG, Persian Gulf - Taiwan, Persian Gulf - Japan, Persian Gulf - Singapore, 

Persian Gulf - Malaysia, Persian Gulf - South Africa, Persian Gulf - Thailand, Persian Gulf - 

Canada, Persian Gulf - UKC, West Africa - USG, West Africa - China, West Africa - Taiwan, 

West Africa - East, West Africa - UKC, West Africa - India; and Other (i.e., routes in which 
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less than 20 transactions took place). Finally, we have a list of 8 explanatory variables: market 

index, charterer, owner, lead time, vessel age, load factor, route, and freight rate is the 

dependent variable.  

From the list of 16,495 observations, we exclude transactions that do not record names of 

charterers and owners, quantity, deadweight, or built. Those observations account for 50.6% 

of the number of transactions. Furthermore, only fixtures with freight rates that are given in 

terms of the Worldscale index (i.e., an attempt at normalizing an implied USD/tonne rate across 

all routes) are selected. The choice of the Worldscale index simplifies the comparison of market 

levels for different vessel sizes and trade routes3. There are 57.5% of observations that meet 

this condition.  

Finally, we exclude observations with negative values of lead time, which implies the delayed 

reporting of fixtures. Observations with lead time more than 50 days and vessel utilization ratio 

more than 1 or less than 0.7, which probably due to wrong input, are also omitted. A small 

minority of observations (1.53%) suffered from lead time and load factor constraints, leaving 

us with 7,485 observations. 

Figure 1 gives a bird’s eye view of the response variable. The VLCC tanker market experienced 

considerably stable freight rates during 2011-2018 but skyrocketed at the last two years of the 

observation period (2019-2020). Subsequent step is to detect outliers of the response variable.  

 
3
 The flat rate WS100 is reviewed annually for all routes. Hence charter rates are not completely comparable across 

calendar years and for large vessels due to changes in bunker prices, pilotage fees, or other associated costs.   
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Figure 1 - Overview of annual freight rates. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from Clarkson 

Research (January 2011–September 2020). 

As can be seen from figure 2A, the freight rates follow the right-skewed distribution. It is not 

obvious whether the data contains meaningless outliers that may decrease the statistical power 

of the model at later stages since those extreme cases possibly contain noteworthy information. 

Therefore, instead of removing outliers, we implement log-transformation on the freight rate 

variable. Log-transformation is also advisable to handle outliers when the response variable 

follows the right-skewed distribution. There is a considerable number of recent studies 

dedicated to log-transformation in an attempt to stabilize the variance of prices such as Alizadeh 

and Talley (2011a), Adland et al. (2016), and Adland et al. (2017a). The distribution following 

log-transformation is still slightly skewed because those outliers are widely scattered. However, 

the transformation converts the original distribution closer to the normal distribution (figure 

2B).   
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Figure 2 - Distribution of freight rates before and after log-transformation. Source: Authors’ 

calculations, data from Clarkson Research (January 2011–September 2020). 

It is worth noting that the numeric variables of the original data are different in units and range. 

Although rescaling is widely considered to conduct multivariate analysis variables with 

comparable units, we do not implement it as the magnitude of variables does not impact the 

decision tree-based model, which will be generated at a later step4. 

3.3. Descriptive Statistics 

Table 1 provides an overview of all numeric variables. The study observes freight rate after 

log-transformation ranging from 2.67 (rate is WS13.5 in 5th Mar 2018) to 5.83 (rate is WS340 

in 16th Mar 2020) with the mean is 3.95 over the course of the observed decade. The mean 

vessel utilization ratio is 0.88 and ranges from 0.72 to 1.00.  Lead time variable has an average 

 
4 Standardization is still considered for fixed effect regression models (Appendix A6) since linear regression is 

more sensitive to the magnitude of variables. This technique will ensure that mean and standard deviation of all 

numeric variables are 0 and 1, respectively. 
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of 17 days and varies from 0 to 50 days.  The collected data of vessel age ranges from 0 to 23 

years and the average age of vessels is 8.84 years. Although the expected life of a VLCC vessel 

is approximately 20 years, most charterers are reluctant to carry oil in old vessels (Euronav, 

2017) as there would be higher risk from deterioration of the hull and lower fuel efficiency 

(Shipbroker, 2011). Evidently, only 66 fixtures are associated with the vessels which reach their 

20th anniversary.5  

 

Table 1 - Descriptive statistics of numeric variables. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from 

Clarkson Research (January 2011–September 2020). 

Further analysis is carried out with three categorical variables: charterer, owner, and route. The 

top ten charterers and owners are identified in table 2. The top 10 charterers account for 61% 

of all fixtures, while the number for owners is 26.2%. A majority of shipowners demand higher 

prices than the average of WS54.3 (except Maran Tankers Mngt.), and the highest average price 

is set by Dynacom Tankers Mgmt (WS69.4). Meanwhile, four out of ten charterers agree higher 

than average charter rates. 

Figure 3 provides insight into the frequency of charterers, owners as well as the interaction 

between pairs of charterers and owners. The two highest frequencies are between UNIPEC and 

Ocean Tankers with 77 transactions, and between IOC and New Shipping with 72 transactions. 

UNIPEC and IOC are the two world’s largest charterers of oil tankers, while New Shipping is 

also one of the most active shipowners.    

 

 

 
5 Please refer to appendix A1 for a more detailed overview of the quantitative variables. 
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Table 2 - Top ten charterers and owners. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from Clarkson Research 

(January 2011–September 2020). 

 

Figure 3 - Heatmap with top ten owners and charterers. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from 

Clarkson Research (January 2011–September 2020). 

Figure 4 below reveals the rank of routes according to their mean rates. In fact, the main loading 

area over the course of the decade is Persian Gulf, accounting for 84.1% of total fixtures. Persian 

Gulf - West, Persian Gulf - USG, Persian Gulf - UKC, and Persian Gulf - Canada have the 
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lowest logarithm of freight rates and are all westbound flows started from Persian Gulf as 

opposed to the higher prices in eastbound. This can be explained by the fact that shipowners 

discount freight rates of westbound trading routes in an attempt to obtain a backhaul in West 

Africa, while in contrast, eastbound routes need to ballast back to Persian Gulf (Parker, 2014).  

 

Figure 4 - Mean of freight rate of each route. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from Clarkson 

Research (January 2011–September 2020). 

To further analyze the top ten routes with the highest number of transactions, the mean values 

of related variables and their frequencies over time are presented in table 3 and figure 5, 

respectively. The most active routes mainly start from Persian Gulf to South and East Asia and 

account for 90% of total fixture transactions. Half of the list has mean rates higher than the 

average of all transactions (WS54.3). Most of the routes are associated with less than 10 years 

in average vessel’s age, except for flows starting from Persian Gulf to India, Thailand, and 

Taiwan. Persian Gulf - USG has the lowest mean rate (WS30.63) but the highest mean 

utilization ratio (0.9%) and vessel age (6.12 years). In contrast, Persian Gulf - India possesses 
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the highest mean rate (WS64.88) and average vessel’s age (12.58 years)6. Figure 5 shows the 

relatively similar trends among the top ten routes over time.  

 

Table 3- Top ten routes and related statistics. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from Clarkson 

Research (January 2011–September 2020). 

 

Figure 5 - Frequency of top ten routes. Source: Authors’ calculations, data from Clarkson Research 

(January 2011–September 2020). 

 
6
 Persian Gulf-India is also the shortest route among the top ten routes as opposed to Persian Gulf-USG, which 

has the longest distance. Detailed information of route distance is provided in appendix table A2.1 
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4. Machine Learning Theory 

In order to explain the variation of freight rates in the VLCC oil tanker market, a statistical and 

semi-parametric model (i.e., GAM) and an artificial intelligent model (i.e., XGBoost) are 

formed. SHAP values facilitate the verification of the impact of each variable on individual 

contracts. This chapter addresses the underlying machine learning theory behind price models 

which will be analyzed in later sections: GAM, XGBoost, and SHAP, as well as the reasons 

behind the approach7.  

4.1. GAM 

GAM (Generalized Additive Models) was first invented by Trevor Hastie and Robert Tibshirani 

in 1986. It is the extension of GLM (Generalized Linear Models) by assuming that the response 

variable is a sum of arbitrary functions of each dependent variable (Wood (2006b). 

Mathematically, GAM model has the structure as below:  

𝑔(𝐸(𝑌𝑖))  = 𝑿𝑖
∗𝜃 + 𝑠(𝑥1𝑖)  + 𝑠(𝑥2𝑖)  + 𝑠(𝑥3𝑖, 𝑥4𝑖) + . ..    (1) 

where 𝑌𝑖  is the response variable and 𝐸(𝑌𝑖) depicts the expected value of 𝑌𝑖 . 𝑿𝑖
∗  refers to a 

vector of any components that enter the model parametrically with a corresponding parameter 

vector θ. The acronym 𝑠(𝑥𝑖) denotes a smooth, nonparametric function of each dependent 

variable. Nonparametric means that the shape of variable functions is distribution-free or with 

unspecified parameters and purely determined by data.  

GAM is selected due to its flexibility, interpretability, and regularization. 

• Flexibility: GAM relaxes the linearity assumption by allowing each explanatory 

variable to have a non-linear pattern. However, instead of manually fitting many 

different parametric regression models and selecting the best models for each 

determinant, functions are automatically derived. Hence, GAM can capture the non-

 
7 To verify the explanatory powers of more advanced methods, we need to compare our performance of the chosen 

models with one benchmark model. Linear regression models with charterer and owner fixed effect, time fixed 

effect are respectively formulated on the full dataset (Appendix A6). GAM and XGBoost models (Appendix A7 

& A8) are generated on the full dataset as well to provide a concrete comparison between the benchmark model 

and more advanced methods. 
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linear relationships that linear models might miss in a time-consuming way (James et 

al., 2013). 

• Interpretability: Since GAM remains the additive nature of linear regression, it holds 

interpretability advantage. Simply put, GAM allows us to examine the effect of each 

independent variable on the response variable while holding other variables fixed 

(James et al., 2013).   

• Regularization: We can control the model’s smoothness by adding a “wiggliness” 

penalty while fixing the basis dimension at a size slightly larger than reasonably 

necessary. In other words, instead of fitting the model by minimizing ||y - Xβ||, it could 

minimize: 

||𝑦 –  𝑋𝛽||
2
+ 𝜆 ∫ [𝑠′′(𝑥)]21

0
𝑑(𝑥)   (2) 

The trade-off between model’s smoothness and goodness of fit is controlled by the smoothing 

parameter λ. The curve of data becomes smoother when increasing the value of λ. λ = ∞ denotes 

a straight-line estimate while λ = 0 denotes un-penalized estimate. Therefore, the too low or too 

high values of λ may lead to under smoothed or over smoothed curves. However, we can control 

λ by running restricted maximum likelihood (REML)8 (Wood, 2006b) in which the smooth is 

treated as a random effect.  

4.2. XGBoost 

XGBoost (Extreme Gradient Boosting) was created by Tianqi Chen and Carlos Guestrin in 

2014 as an implementation of a gradient boosting framework with regularization factors. 

XGBoost immediately caught the attention. In recent years, XGBoost framework is dominating 

many machine learning competitions due to its outstanding speed and performance. Although 

XGBoost was based on the gradient boosting framework, it proved to be more than 10 times 

faster and more efficient by including two solvers: linear model and tree learning algorithms.  

 
8 The other common way of controlling λ is generalized cross-validation (GCV). However, in the course of our 

study, we conduct REML to select optimal λ since this approach tends to be more robust to under-smoothing than 

GCV (Wood, 2006b). REML score is computed automatically under package mgcv in R.  
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XGBoost uses objective function (loss function and regularization) to build trees by minimizing 

this equation: 

𝐿 = ∑ 𝑙(𝑦𝑖 , �̂�𝑡−1 + 𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖))𝑛
𝑖=1 + 𝛺(𝑓𝑡)  (3) 

where 𝛺(𝑓𝑡) = 𝛾𝑇 +
1

2
𝜆||𝜓||2   (4) 

The first part of equation (3) is the loss function which is the difference between the fitted and 

the actual data. XGBoost uses Second Order Taylor Approximation for both regression and 

classification.  

𝑔𝑖 = 𝜕�̂�𝑡−1𝑙(𝑦𝑖 , �̂�𝑡−1)   (5) 

ℎ𝑖 = 𝜕2
�̂�𝑡−1𝑙(𝑦𝑖 , �̂�𝑡−1)   (6) 

are the first and second derivative of the loss function, respectively. Then the loss function in 

model (3) can be simplified as: 

𝐿 ≃ ∑ [𝑙(𝑦𝑖, �̂�𝑡−1) + 𝑔𝑖 × 𝑓𝑡(𝑥𝑖) +
1

2
ℎ𝑖 × 𝑓𝑡

2(𝑥𝑖)]𝑛
𝑖=1   (7) 

The second part consists of the regularization term ɣ which penalizes T, the number of terminal 

nodes, or leaves in the tree to encourage pruning. The pruning part takes place as soon as the 

tree is built and does not impact similarity scores or optimal output values. w is the weights of 

different leaves and be scaled by the L2 regularization term λ, which is similar to ridge 

regression. The more emphasis we give the regularization penalty by increasing lambda, the 

closer the optimal value will get to 0.  

There are some of the key features of XGBoost which contribute to the success of this machine 

learning method: 

• Overfitting: One of the main risks of prediction is overfitting which is a situation when 

the model tries to capture as much noise of the training data as possible, leading to low 

accuracy on test data. Regularization adds additional penalty terms to errors and shrinks 

the coefficient of variables toward zero. By doing so, regularization can prevent the risk 

of overfitting (Morde, 2019).  
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• Missing Value: XGBoost can handle missing value issues by figuring out the trend of 

missing value and deciding the optimal direction of the nodes to go next in an effort to 

minimize loss (Dwivedi, 2020).   

• Flexibility: XGBoost offers a wide range of applications, namely regression, 

classification solver, ranking, and even prediction defined by users (Dwivedi, 2020).  

• Multicollinearity: XGBoost or boosting in general is more robust with multicollinearity 

compared to OLS regression. When two variables are highly correlated, it may be an 

issue to calculate OLS regression as the redundant features will impact the stability of 

the model. However, gradient boosting assesses the importance of features and leaves 

out the redundant features when it builds the tree. 

• Feature importance and feature selection: This is one of the most attractive applications 

of XGBoost. It scores the contribution of all features in making key decisions to build 

the tree and ranks the importance scores. A more detailed description of this function 

will be introduced later. 

4.3. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) 

4.3.1. Shapley Value 

Shapley value was first introduced in a celebrated 1953 paper by Lloyd Shapley, “A value for 

n-person games”. There he suggested a method to measure numerically the contribution of each 

player in a cooperative game based on game theory. The application of Shapley value has 

evolved into numerous domains, one of which is machine learning. The Shapley value of a 

feature value is the average marginal contribution of its value across all possible coalitions. 

Intuitively, the process of measuring Shapley value of a feature value can be described as 

following: a feature value enters a room that already contains a set of features with their values. 

All the features’ values in the room would contribute to the coalition game together. The 

Shapley value of a feature value is the average adjustment in the prediction when the feature 

values join the room compared to the mean prediction obtained from the current set of features’ 

values (Molnar, 2019). 

The Shapley value is a value function 𝑣 of players in S with S is a subset of features. 𝑣(𝑆)can 

be interpreted as the total expected sum of payoffs that the set of features in S can produce by 
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cooperation. The amount that feature 𝑖 contributes given the subset S, p - the number of features 

in S is as subsequent: 

𝜑𝑖(𝑣)  =  ∑ |𝑆|! (𝑝 − |𝑆| − 1)!

𝑝!
(𝑣(𝑆 ∪ {𝑥𝑖})  −  𝑣(𝑆))𝑆 ⊆ {𝑥1,...,𝑥𝑝}\{𝑥𝑖}   (8) 

There are four properties of Shapley value that make it a fair approach to distribute payouts 

across features: 

• Efficiency: The feature values must contribute to the difference between the prediction 

x and the mean value. 

• Symmetry: The contribution of feature values i and j should be the same if they equally 

contribute to all possible subsets of features. 

• Dummy: If the feature value i does not contribute to the prediction x, the Shapley value 

of i should equal 0. 

• Additivity: In a random forest model, for instance, the Shapley value for a feature value 

for the random forest would be the sum of average Shapley values of each individual 

tree. 

4.3.2. SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) and TreeSHAP 

SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations), which is introduced in Lundberg and Lee (2016), is 

developed from the concept of Shapley value in order to measure the prediction for an 

individual instance by measuring the contribution of each feature to the prediction. Lundberg 

and Lee (2016) proposed two SHAP approaches: KernelSHAP which is a Kernel-based 

estimation and TreeSHAP which is an efficient approach for tree-based models. Since in this 

paper, we will use the XGBoost model, we will only focus on TreeSHAP. 

There are three important properties of SHAP: 

• Local accuracy: which is equivalent to the property of Efficiency of Shapley value. 

• Missingness: the feature that does not contribute to the prediction gets the attribute of 

0.  

• Consistency: this property refers to the change of feature value’s contribution according 

to the change of model. This desirable characteristic of SHAP makes us choose it over 

XGBoost Importance. 
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Instead of marginal expectation, TreeSHAP uses conditional expectation to draw the value 

function. The conditional expectation is as subsequent: 

𝐸𝑋𝑠| 𝑋𝐶
(𝑓(𝑥)|𝑥𝑆)  (9) 

Although TreeSHAP is faster than each counterpart, KernelSHAP, it has a problem with using 

conditional expectation which is that the feature may get a non-zero TreeSHAP value even 

when it has no contribution to the prediction. The cause of this issue is the correlation of that 

feature with another one that has an impact on the prediction function. 
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5. Methodology 

In this paper, we propose a methodology comprising three stages. First, we split the data into 

train-test sets, and encode categorical variables into numerical ones. Then, we formulate models 

using GAM and XGBoost framework. Finally, a more in-depth analysis of feature importance 

according to XGBoost and SHAP are presented.   

5.1. Preparation before Modeling 

5.1.1. Train-Test Split 

In an attempt to avoid overfitting and ensure the randomness of the dataset, random sampling 

and cross-validation are among the most common practices. In our study, these techniques are 

not appropriate as there might be a risk of future-lookingness when we train models. Rather, 

time-based splitting and blocked cross-validation enable us to fit and evaluate the training 

models while keeping temporal order which is a critical characteristic of time-series data. We 

subset the data into two chronological parts: training set including observations from 2011 to 

2018, and a test set containing the last two-year observations9. The split ratio is treated with the 

utmost caution to balance a trade-off between estimated parameters and performance statistics. 

More specifically, if the training data is not sufficiently large enough, it may lead to higher 

variance in parameter, while much emphasis on the training set might make an unreliable 

estimation of model performance.   

Under the XGBoost framework, we conduct blocked cross-validation in tuning 

hyperparameters to split the training set further into 4 slices. Each slice consists of observations 

in four years in which three years are used to train the models and the next one year is performed 

as the validation set. The outlook of the cross-validation plan is produced in figure 6.  

 
9
 There are 6,367 observations in the training set and 1,118 observations in the test set. It is equivalent to a split 

ratio of 85:15. 
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Note:  The value presented in the figure is logarithm of freight rate. 

Figure 6 – Cross-Validation Plan 

With the completion of the blocked cross-validation, we then compare performances of all 

models and select the best model with its optimal parameters. Finally, the test set is adopted to 

evaluate the model performance by the mean of accuracy measures. On the other hand, only the 

original train and test sets are adopted for the GAM model. 

5.1.2. Target Encoding  

As three of our independent variables (i.e., route, charterer, and owner) are categorical variables 

and XGBoost only deals with numeric variables, it is necessary to encode those variables 

properly to enable fitting of XGBoost model while maintaining information from the original 

data. We consider between one-hot encoding, which can translate categorical variables into 
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matrices of dummy variables, and target encoding, which is a Baysian encoding technique. 

However, the efficiency of one-hot encoding decreases significantly if there is a large number 

of levels present in the data. In our data, there are 103 unique values of charterer, 241 of owner, 

and 21 of route; leading to the need for a massive expansion of the dataset if one-hot encoding 

is employed. Furthermore, one-hot encoding converts the categorical variables into dummy 

variables with only two levels (0 and 1 referring to the presence of that category), resulting in 

very sparse decision trees with only two options for splitting and the tendency of growing the 

tree in one direction. Therefore, we opted for target encoding which possesses a clear advantage 

over one-hot encoding in this study. Target encoding is a Bayesian-based encoder that uses 

information from dependent variables to encode the categorical data. In this case, the posterior 

probability of the target would replace each category.  

One disadvantage of target encoding is the possibility of overfitting as a result of data leakage. 

There are two ways to tackle this problem: 

• Leave one out: This approach would exclude the target variable of the current 

observation while measuring the encoding value for that observation. 

• K-fold: The data set is divided into k number of folds and then, k-fold cross-validation 

is performed to find the encoding value for each fold. 

However, those mentioned methods come at the cost of losing the interpretability of the model 

afterward as there are different encoding values for each category. Therefore, in order to 

maintain the interpretability and avoid overfitting in this case, target encoding is performed on 

train data only and the encoding values are pasted to each matched category in the test set. In 

the cases that categories in the test set are not covered by the train set, the global mean value of 

the target variable would be the encoding value for those categories.  

In general, most westward routes have lower encoded values than eastward ones. While the 

encoded values of the top ten charterers range from 3.6 to 4.1, those of the top ten owners are 

from 3.8 to 4.110. 

 
10Appendix A2 contains details of encoded values for routes, charterers, and owners.  
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5.2. Fitting Models  

Next, the models of GAM and XGBoost are fitted using seven determinants: lead time, age, 

load factor, route, charter, owner, and market index.  

In order to build the hedonic price model using micro-level determinants of the freight rates for 

oil tanker shipping contracts in the VLCC spot market, we examine the following GAM model: 

𝑔(𝐸(𝐹𝑖))  = 𝛾0  + 𝑠(𝐿𝑖)  + 𝑠(𝐴𝑖)  + 𝑠(𝑈𝑖)  + 𝑠(𝐼𝑖
𝑅) + 𝑠(𝐼𝑖

𝑂) + 𝑠(𝐼𝑖
𝐶) + 𝑠(𝑀𝑖) + 𝜀𝑖   (10) 

where 𝐸(𝐹𝑖) refers to the expected value of logarithm of the observed freight rate of the 𝑖𝑡ℎ 

fixture at time t; 𝐿𝑖  is an abbreviation for the lead time of 𝑖𝑡ℎ  fixture; 𝐴𝑖  and 𝑈𝑖  stand for 

vessel’s age and utilization ratio, respectively; 𝐼𝑖
𝑅, 𝐼𝑖

𝑂, and 𝐼𝑖
𝐶  relate to the encoded values of 

route, shipowner and charterer, respectively; 𝑀𝑖is interpreted as the market index at month 𝑖𝑡ℎ, 

with 𝑀𝑖 ∊ [1, …, m]; and 𝜀𝑖is a residual perturbation .  

5.2.1. Tuning Hyperparameters  

Hyperparameter tuning is thus essential to select the best parameters to make the model with 

better performance.  

Here we thoroughly tune six parameters that usually have a big impact on the performance of 

XGBoost model and are outlined below: 

• nrounds: controls the maximum number of trees to grow. The higher value of nrounds 

means higher iterations. We implement tuning for nrounds from 500 to 2000. As trees 

are built sequentially, by observing whether adding a new tree improves the 

performance of the model, we can choose the optimal value of nrounds. 

• max_depth: identifies the depth of the tree or number of splits in each tree. Higher value 

implies a more complicated model, but also a risk of overfitting. We choose max_depth 

ranging from 1 to 10. 

• eta: while max_depth may lead to the risk of overfitting the model, parameter eta will 

alleviate this issue. eta denotes the learning rate and control shrinkage of feature weights 

at each round. A low value of eta may cause slow computation; therefore, the model 

must be compensated by higher nrounds. The chosen range of eta is from 0.01 to 0.3. 
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• lambda: controls L2 regularization on weights and also helps to prevent overfitting. We 

run the tuning for lambda from 0 to 0.01.   

• min_child_weight: limits the minimum number of samples in a node. The split in a node 

will stop and the node becomes a leaf if the sum of instance weight is smaller than 

min_child_weight. By that, we can reduce computable time and avoid overfitting 

models. The chosen range of min_child_weight is from 1 to 10. 

• sub_sample: stands for the ratio of the training instance that XGBoost can randomly 

select to grow trees. Again, by controlling sub_sample, we can prevent overfitting and 

complexity of the model. The range of sub_sample for tuning is between 0.5 and 0.8. 

Once making a list of parameters with their ranges, we implement blocked cross-validation and 

employ random search (with 10 iterations) on 4 slices of our training dataset to measure the 

performance of each set of the parameter and find the best parameters for the model.   

The optimal parameters are listed in table 4. 

 

Table 4 - Overview of hyperparameters 

5.2.2. Fitting Model & Evaluation Index 

We then apply the optimal parameters found in the previous step to fit GAM and XGBoost 

models. Once two models are trained, we proceed to perform predictions on the test set. We 

then adopt three common indexes for continuous dependent variables to evaluate how well the 

two hedonic price models capture the pattern in the test set.  
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Root mean square error (RMSE):  

While MSE (mean squared error) reflects the difference between the fitted values and the 

corresponding observation extracted by averaging the absolute difference, RMSE is the square 

root of MSE. RMSE is defined by the following formula: 

𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √∑ (�̂�𝑖−𝑦𝑖)2

𝑛

𝑛
𝑖=1

  (11) 

where �̂�𝑖  and 𝑦𝑖  are the fitted and the actual variables of the observation data in the test set, 

respectively; and n is number of observations. 

Although RMSE and MSE have been widely adopted to evaluate accuracy, these two methods 

are sensitive to outliers. Given the fact that all differences are treated equally, large residuals 

affect MSE and RMSE more (Hyndman et al., 2018). Smaller RMSE implies a better fit of the 

model. 

Mean absolute error (MAE):  

MAE reflects the absolute difference between the fitted value and the actual value extracted by 

squaring the average difference: 

𝑀𝐴𝐸 =
∑ |�̂�𝑖−𝑦𝑖|𝑛

𝑖=1

𝑛
  (13) 

MAE is more robust to outliers. The smaller values indicate the higher prediction accuracy and 

better fit of the model. The difference between MAE and RMSE is that the contribution of all 

individual errors to the result of MAE is linear, while RMSE ignores small values and takes 

more consideration in large values (Hyndman et al., 2018).   

Besides these previous scale-dependent measures, we also carry out the percentage-error 

measure. 
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Mean absolute percentage error (MAPE):  

MAPE calculates the mean of the absolute percentage errors and can be expressed as: 

𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 = ∑ |(�̂�𝑖−𝑦𝑖)

𝑦𝑖

|𝑛
𝑖=1 ×

100%

𝑛
 (14) 

Since MAPE is free from scale constraints of the response variable, this measure is advisable 

to evaluate the performance of different data. Besides, it also prevents negative and positive 

errors from deducting each other. However, the downside of MAPE is that if the dependent 

value is closer to 0 or equal 0, MAPE may become infinite or undefined so it will not be valuable 

in this context. Besides, it also“puts heavier penalties on negative errors than positive errors 

(Hyndman et al., 2018).”    

5.2.3. XGBoost Feature Importance 

Feature importance is one of the advanced applications of XGBoost. Basically, XGBoost 

Importance implies how beneficial explanatory variables are when contributing to building the 

trees. The higher importance score implies greater attribution of variables in making a decision 

tree. It first measures how each attribute node improves the performance of the decision tree, 

accountable for the number of observations of each node. The importance score is then averaged 

over all decision trees in the model. To facilitate the interpretation of feature importance, we 

sort and rank important scores of all features in descending order. XGBoost Importance 

provides information about the following three scores: 

• Gain: represents the improvement in accuracy by adding a feature to the branches. 

Hence, a higher percentage means a greater contribution to the model. This is the most 

useful attribute to interpret the feature’s importance.  

• Cover: measures the relative number of times a feature appears in the trees. 

• Frequency: counts the number of times a feature is employed in decision trees. 

5.3. SHAP Values 

Although to an extent, XGBoost Features Importance can explain the predictions from the 

model and thus, increasing interpretability, it can be misleading. For example, charterer and 
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owner variables have 103 and 241 levels, respectively while load factor has far more levels 

(i.e., 2014 unique values). There is a high possibility that charterer and owner are used less 

often in a tree while the others with the higher number of possible values might contribute more 

in different levels of the tree. Therefore, we use SHAP values as an alternative measurement in 

order to lessen this bias and compare them with the values obtained from XGBoost Feature 

Importance. 

At a global level, SHAP values can estimate the contribution of each determinant based on the 

magnitude of feature attributions (which possibly results in less biased estimation compared to 

XGBoost Feature Importance). Moreover, with SHAP summary plot, not only the size but also 

the direction of the impact of specific feature value on the prediction are depicted. On the other 

hand, SHAP Dependence plot is a kind of partial dependence plot that shows the marginal effect 

of picked features on the prediction of a machine learning model (J. H. Friedman 2001). Thus, 

the relationship between the outcome and the feature value is revealed.  

At a local level, SHAP is used to measure the contribution of each feature to the prediction of 

each observation, which traditional XGBoost Feature Importance is not able to do. With that 

information, we can easily explain the outcome, increasing interpretability or transparency of 

the model. 

The expanded application of SHAP Dependence plot is to highlight feature interactions. To 

produce SHAP Dependence plot for interaction effect, first, the Shapley interaction index is 

computed after taking into consideration the main effect of each feature (meaning that the 

individual effects would be subtracted in order to obtain the pure interaction effect). 
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6. Results & Discussion 

The chapter begins by evaluating and comparing the performance of GAM and XGBoost 

models before performing a variance analysis of freight rates from two hedonic price models. 

We continue by presenting a thorough analysis of SHAP value by means of the model with 

higher accuracy measures. 

6.1. GAM and XGBoost 

6.1.1. Accuracy Measures 

The following two plots illustrate how the estimated values based on GAM and XGBoost fit 

the corresponding actual values of freight rates over test data. Scatterplots in figure 7 visualize 

the out-of-sample estimations. The 45-degree line implies the perfect scenario. Hence, 

observations located more closely on the line indicate better prediction. Figure 7B emphasizes 

the considerably positive hedonic relation between the actual and fitted values produced by the 

XGBoost model. Meanwhile, the fitted values measured by GAM, as illustrated in figure 7A, 

are scattered in a much wider range around the actual values. In general, XGBoost provides a 

better fit as it passes more closely while the output of GAM tends to be overestimated.  

 

Figure 7 - Fitted vs. actual freight rate (log) by GAM and XGBoost 
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The evaluation results shown in table 5 provide clearer evidence for the outperformance of 

XGBoost over GAM. While GAM can explain 79.6% of the absolute percentage variation of 

the data, XGBoost proves to be superior since it can reduce MAPE by 46.1%.  

 

Table 5 - Model evaluation results 

One possible explanation of overfitting of the models is the high variance of the test and training 

set. As noted in the descriptive statistics, the observations of the response variable in the training 

data (dataset from 2011 to 2018) are considerably consistent as opposed to the surge of the 

charter rates in the test data (dataset from 2019 to 2020)11. Due to the omission of random 

sampling for the sake of chronology, the risk that the model built on the training set cannot 

capture all patterns of the test set is unavoidable. Besides, there is possibility that 

microeconomic determinants cannot fully capture the volatility of charter rates since the 

shipping industry is also considered to be strongly driven by macroeconomic factors. 

6.1.2. Results from GAM Model 

Table 6 summarizes the estimated intercepts and effective degree of freedom (EDF), which 

reflects the degree of non-linear of the hedonic indices as well as their relative significance 

from model (10). The result has further strengthened our conviction that all predictor variables 

from model (10) are highly significant and clearly nonlinear since all values of EDF are higher 

than 1. Among those variables, age has the smallest EDF but still has an obviously non-linear 

relationship with freight rates. Our result is in good agreement with the findings by Dick et al. 

(1998), Alizadeth and Talley (2011a), and Adland et al. (2016) which addressed the quadratic 

relationship between vessel’s ages and charter rates.  

 
11 The same situation is experienced with the market index variable as the training data do not contain the same 

observation as the test data. For this reason, we generate GAM and XGBoost models for full data (Appendix 

A7&A8) in order to compare with fixed effect linear regression model (Appendix A6).  
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Note: Signif. codes are respectively: 0’***’ 0.001’**’ 0.01’*’ 0.05’.’ 0.1” 1.   

Table 6 - Smooth terms from GAM model 

In an attempt to better visualize the relationship between each dependent variable and the 

variance of charter rates, smooths, and partials from GAM model are presented in figure 8. Both 

lead time and market index have strong non-linear relationships with respect to charter rates. 

Generally speaking, rates fractured consistently when lead time is longer, however, the overall 

upward trend of rates can be still observed.  Holding the other variables fixed, after the vessel 

hits 15 years old, the older the vessel is, the lower the rate is, although the changing of the price 

is quite negligible. When it comes to the relationship with vessel utilization ratio, rates go uphill 

slightly before load factor reaches 0.9, which is the point when most fixtures take place and fall 

down gradually after that. It is worth mentioning that the general market level has lower degrees 

of uncertainty than other features, illustrated by lower confidence bands in its curves; and 

confidence bands of four figures tend to be narrower around the points with higher data density. 
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Figure 8 - Smooth of GAM model 
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6.1.3. Results from XGBoost model 

In this part, we analyze deeper into how the hedonic model is built, or in other words, how 

useful each factor is to make key decisions to build trees in XGBoost model.  

As depicted in figure 9, market index has the largest impact since it contributes to 55.63% 

accuracy of XGBoost model, twice the contribution of the next feature. These results provide 

confirmatory evidence that the general market dominates in price formation, and additional 

vessel and contract variables matter much less.  

Importantly, we find that taking route into account has a substantial impact as the explanatory 

power of the model increases to 27.22%. This gain score of trading routes obviously far 

outweighs other features. The usefulness of routes to explain the variation in freight rates is of 

no surprise since the distance between origin and destination impacts strongly on fuel 

consumption and inventory cost, which in turn have implications for rate levels.   

The next five features have relatively low contributions for boosted trees but at the same time, 

there is not much difference among those indicators. Remarkably, the analysis did not show 

any significant effect of vessel age in price formation (by adding age to the branches, the 

accuracy of the model increases by only 1.66%). This finding is in line with Tamakis and 

Thanopoulou (2000) which rejected the rate premium paid for younger than older vessels.   
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Note: XGBoost feature importance scores are based on gain scores in which gain scores of all features 

sum up to 1 (or 100%)12. 

Figure 9 - Feature importance based on XGBoost framework 

The next practical approach is to visualize the functional relationship between charter rates and 

each independent variable using partial dependence plots as such we can effectively compare 

the outcome of XGBoost with that of GAM model. In general, rates vary significantly with 

respect to increasing values of VLCC tanker index and encoded values of routes as opposed to 

the very partial dependence on other features, especially vessel age does not show a statistically 

significant impact to price volatility. Hence, the overall trend of price variation by XGBoost 

model closely follows the result from GAM model.  

Empirical results from figure 10, 11 and 12 provide further evidence for the notion that charter 

rates of the VLCC spot market are highly sensitive to the changes in the tanker market 

conditions. As anticipated, we also observe the cyclical behavior of the tanker market with the 

cycle duration is approximately 5 years (or within 60 months as illustrated by figure 10). 

More interestingly, although prices are monotonic increasing with increasing encoded values 

of routes, there are two clusters of price variance corresponding to encoded values of less than 

3.75 (represents for trading routes: Persian Gulf - West, Persian Gulf - USG, Persian Gulf - 

 
12 Other XGBoost importance scores are provided in Appendix A4. 
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UKC and Persian Gulf - Canada) and more than 3.75 (the remaining cargo flows). In other 

words, the four backhaul routes starting from Persian Gulf to the west are significantly cheaper 

than other routes.  

 

Figure 10 - Partial dependence plots of market index and route (encoded) from XGBoost model13 

Figure 11 depicts the correlation between charterer and price variation. More specifically, 

charter rates are quite consistent among charterers with encoded values less than 3.4. 

Interestingly, this is the list of charterers who do not belong to the top 10 charterers indicated 

in table 2 (Top 10 charterers is a list of charterers that fixed a majority number of contracts in 

the observed decade). Following this point is the combination of active and less active 

charterers, and charter rates also fluctuate more widely. This observation suggests that the 

charterers might have considerable bargaining power on the negotiated freight rate. On the other 

hand, there is no significant evidence for the substantial influence of different ship owners to 

 
13 See encoded values of route in Appendix A2 
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volatility of price. The higher contribution of charterers over owners in our study is consistent 

with results from Adland et al. (2006) and Regli (2019)14. 

 

Figure 11 - Partial dependence plots of charterer and owner (encoded) from XGBoost model15 

Besides, similar to the specific variables of charterers and owners, lead time also has a positive 

relationship with tanker freight rates although its effect is not as sensitive. In contrast, freight 

rates tend to decrease with load factor and age although vessel age doesn’t have much effect 

on the price variation. More specifically, for the vessels that have utilization ratios below 0.9, 

fixture rates have the tendency to decrease sharply with the increasing value of load factor. 

Above this threshold, charter rates tend to go in the opposite direction. Meanwhile, the 

downward trend of price is more profound after vessels reach their 15-year-old anniversary. 

Combined with the result from GAM model, our findings appear to be well substantiated with 

insights drawn from fixed effect linear models proposed by Adland et al. (2006) and Alizadeh 

and Talley (2011a). 

 
14 Regli (2019) evaluated the bargaining power on the VLCC time charter market on the route from Persian Gulf 

to Far East and suggested that shipowners’ bargaining power coefficients is 24%, which is supportive of the view 
that charterers have more bargaining power than shipowners. 
15 See encoded values of charterer and owner in Appendix A2. 
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Figure 12 - Partial dependence plots of load factor, lead time and vessel age from XGBoost model 

6.2. SHAP Value  

Using SHAP values to obtain the contribution of each determinant, we can enhance the 

transparency of XGBoost model. As mentioned, SHAP values provide explanations for global 

and local context and interaction effects. 

6.2.1. Global Explanation 

Subsequent is the summary plot of SHAP values for XGBoost model (figure 13) with each dot 

representing a data point. The ranking of the contribution of each variable to the predictions is 

almost similar to that obtained from XGBoost Features Importance presented in figure 9, except 

the change in the order of charterer and load factor, owner, and lead time variables. The 

subsequent dependence plots of SHAP values for each feature depict in detail the relationship 

of corresponding specifications and the expected freight rate. 
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Figure 13 - Summary plot of SHAP values of each variable on the predictions 

Market Index 

As depicted in figure 14, the contribution of the market index variable is following a cycle 

pattern of approximately 60 months, or almost 5 years, which is consistent with the shipping 

cycle of the market. In other words, in the collapse or trough stage of a cycle, the relative impact 

of the market level to freight rate is negative and great in magnitude while it positively and 

substantially affects freight rates when the market cycle is at its peak stage. This result is aligned 

with the finding of Adland (2017b) which estimates a hedonic pricing regression to generate a 

market index from vessel characteristics and contractual terms and concludes that around 70–

80% of variation in day rates is explained by the time fixed effects. 
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Figure 14 - SHAP value for market index and freight rate over time (at monthly level) 

Route 

As depicted in figure 15, the freight rate is sensitive to the route that the vessel takes. The impact 

of route on the expected freight rate can be classified into two groups: 

• Negative impact: including four routes that have encoded values lower than 3.6 (i.e., 

Persian Gulf-UKC, Persian Gulf-Canada, Persian Gulf-USG, Persian Gulf-West). 

• Positive impact: the rest of the observed routes. 

The similarity shared among the four routes consisted in the first group is their westwards 

direction, in line with our initial observation that westbound routes generally have lower rates 

than their eastbound counterparts and the empirical results of Alizadeh and Talley (2011a). It 

can be explained as a strategic behavior in the VLCC charterer market that vessel owners are 

willing to lower their rates on those routes in order to optimize their overall revenue on the way 

back to the East by getting fixed in West Africa, the Caribbean or the North Sea.  

The results of SHAP value for route are consistent with the previous result in XGBoost Partial 

Dependence Plot (figure 10).  
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Figure 15 - SHAP value for route (encoded) for each route 

 

Table 7 - SHAP values of routes 
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Charterer and Owner 

Adland et al. (2016) concludes that the characteristics of charterers and owners are significant 

microeconomic determinants of the freight rate level. The results from SHAP values further 

suggest that the contribution of charterers ranks more significantly than that of owners as the 

charterer variable has higher SHAP values.  

 

Figure 16 - SHAP values for charterer and owner 

Obtained SHAP values are varied among different charterers and owners. Fixture rates are 

agreed upon by both charterers and owners. While charterer heterogeneity is associated with 

their bargaining power, owner heterogeneity is highly related to the specifications of their 

vessels (Adland et al., 2017b). All top ten charterers, except IOC and Reliance, have negative 

average SHAP values on freight rate, indicating that those charterers have leverage on the 

negotiating freight rate. Moreover, the magnitude of their contributions is greater than the 

average SHAP values of all charterers (-0.000804), implying that 8 of the top 10 charterers 

possess substantial bargaining power to decrease the fixture rates in comparison with their 

counterparts.   
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Table 8 - SHAP values of top ten charterers 

On the other hand, the top ten owners, except for Maran Tankers Mngt., Euronav NV, Shpg 

Corp of India, have a positive contribution to fixture rates. The average SHAP values of owners 

is 0.00153. 

 

Table 9 - SHAP values of top ten owners 

Lead time 

Regarding SHAP value for lead time, there is no clear pattern of how lead time contributes to 

the predicted freight rate. It can be explained by the simultaneous interaction between lead time 

and the freight rate. To be specific, Alizadeh and Talley (2011b) concludes that lead time and 

dry bulk freight rates are interrelated and determined simultaneously; and the estimated results 

for the tanker market in Alizadeh and Talley (2011a) suggest that ships are fixed earlier during 

times of high freight rates and lower volatility. Prochazka et al. (2019) derives a similar 

conclusion that oil buyers secure tonnage earlier during strong tanker markets. Moreover, the 
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paper suggests that the geography of trade creates natural decision points that dominate the 

spatial distribution of fixtures, which in turn, affects lead time. 

 

Figure 17 - SHAP value for lead time 

Load Factor 

Based on the theory of economies-of-scale, it can be argued that when the load factor increases, 

the marginal cost of transporting one extra unit has a tendency to decrease, lowering the 

expected freight rate. Adland et al. (2016) and Olsen et al. (2017) confirm this expectation as 

they found the inverse relationship between utilization ratio and freight rate. On the other hand, 

it is also reasonable to argue that a high utilization ratio implies a shortage in supply, which in 

turn, increases the expected freight rate. Figure 16 illustrates the inconsistent influence pattern 

of load factor on fixture rates. For the vessels that have load factors below approximately 0.9, 

utilization ratio seems to negatively impact the fixture rates, although the magnitude of the 

influence is not significant. Above this threshold, there are positive SHAP values for load 

factor, supporting the latter reasoning. 
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Figure 18 - SHAP value for load factor 

Age  

Based on figure 19, age of a vessel tends to have a positive but insignificant impact on the 

estimations of freight rate until the vessel reaches an age of approximately 14-15 years. 

Exceeding this threshold, the vessel age negatively contributes to its fixture rate and the 

magnitude of this impact escalates as the age increases. Our finding is consistent with the results 

from Alizadeh and Talley (2011a) and Adland et al. (2016) that age tends to have a positive 

impact with small magnitude to the freight rate while age squared, which represents the 

quadratic relationship, is negatively correlated with the freight rate with the minimum age of 

15 years. On the other hand, Tamvakis and Thanopoulou (2000), based their investigation on 

the data from 1989 to 1996 found no significant impact of age on freight rate. The difference 

in results of these mentioned papers may associate with the observed periods, which cover 

different stages of the shipping cycle. 
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Figure 19 - SHAP value for age 

6.2.2. Interaction Effect Explanation 

The advantage of SHAP value is the ability to efficiently measure every possibility of 

interaction between a pair of variables. Conducting experiments on all possible pairs of 

variables, we find significant interactions between route and other variables. Furthermore, the 

interaction between charterer and owner, which is mentioned in Adland et al. (2016), is also 

investigated and compared with the finding of the mentioned literature. 

Route x Charterer  

As can be seen in figure 18, the SHAP interaction values for Charterer x Route and Owner x 

Route are varied among charterer and owners. The differences are more significant in the case 

of charterers. In particular, the combination of charterers with encoded values below 3.9 (e.g. 

CPC, Chevtex, S.Oil, Shell, ExxonMobil) and routes with encoded values lower than 3.6 and 

demonstrated by dots in shades of yellow (i.e. four westbound routes: Persian Gulf-UKC, 

Persian Gulf-Canada, Persian Gulf-USG, and Persian Gulf-West) generates a negative 

contribution to fixture rates. On the other hand, interactions between the routes with higher 

encoded values (i.e., demonstrated by dots in purple shades), and charterers with encoded 
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values higher than 4.0 (e.g., IOC) are more likely to impact freight rates in a positive direction. 

One possible explanation is that the routes are associated with a charterer’s supply chain, 

leading to the domination of some charterers on specific routes. Therefore, influential charterers 

on westbound routes tend to have a negative contribution to the freight rate. For instance, based 

on our train data (2011-2018), ExxonMobil can be regarded as a dominant charterer on Persian 

Gulf-USG as it accounted for 23.4% of transactions on this route. The average SHAP value of 

ExxonMobil on this route is -0.0416, which is higher in magnitude compared to the average 

SHAP values for this charterer on all routes (-0.035). On the other hand, IOC is the most active 

charterer on Persian Gulf-India route as it signed a majority proportion of contracts on this route 

(51.6%). The average SHAP values for this charterer on the route are 0.0855, which is higher 

than its average SHAP values on all routes (0.0852) and the average SHAP values of all 

charterers in Persian Gulf-India route (0.062). In conclusion, while the dominant charterers on 

westbound routes tend to have the bargaining power to lower the fixture rates on those routes, 

the influential charterers on eastbound routes are willing to pay more for the transactions of 

eastward voyages. 

 

Figure 20 - SHAP interaction value for charterer and route 
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Age x Route 

The SHAP values for the interaction between age and route implies the choice of vessels based 

on their ages on different routes. As can be seen in figure 21, for the westwards routes that have 

encoded values lower than 3.6 (i.e., Persian Gulf-UKC, Persian Gulf-Canada, Persian Gulf-

USG, and Persian Gulf-West), vessels with age below 10 years old (i.e., demonstrated by dots 

in yellow shades) are often chosen. This is opposed to no obvious pattern of choice in the rest 

of the routes. On those four westbound routes, the SHAP interaction values for route and age 

are more scattered than other routes (i.e., higher values for newer vessels and lower scores for 

the older). In some extreme cases, when vessels older than 10 years old are used, the SHAP 

values are negative and greater in magnitude in comparison with the same circumstances on 

other routes. Those observations imply that charterers consider vessel age when fixing a 

contract on westbound routes. The positive average SHAP interaction values also indicate the 

willingness to pay more for newer vessels on mentioned westbound routes.   

 

Figure 21 - SHAP interaction value for route and age 

Owner x Charterer 

Figure 22 depicts the SHAP interaction values for owner and charterer. In general, although 

there is an interaction between owner and charterer, the interaction impact on fixture rate is 
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insignificant. This is in line with the empirical results of Adland et al. (2016) which highlight 

the marginal impact of the match effect of charterers and owners on the freight rates.  

 

Figure 22 - SHAP interaction value for owner and charterer 

Lead Time x Market Index 

As mentioned before, there have been two notable pieces of literature that investigate the 

relationship between lead time, market index and freight rate level. Alizadeh and Talley (2011a) 

concludes that ships are fixed earlier during times of high freight rates and lower volatility and 

a similar conclusion is reached by Prochazka et al. (2019) that oil buyers secure tonnage earlier 

during strong tanker markets. Our results are also consistent with those previous findings, as 

can be seen in figure 23. Along with the rise freight rate in 2015, the impact of interactions 

between lead time and market index on fixture rates is positive and higher than the previous 

period.  
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Figure 23 - SHAP value for market index and freight rate over time (at monthly level) 

6.2.3. Local Explanation 

On the local level, SHAP values are able to provide a detailed measurement of each variable’s 

contribution to an individual estimation. The mean estimation for freight rate is 3.9074 

(equivalent to a fixture rate of WS49.77).  

As route is the second most influential determinant to the estimations, we used route as the 

criterion to select four examples (among 1,118 observations in the test set) to examine the 

impact of each feature value on four chosen observations. Intending to provide a better 

overview of how estimated rates are derived from SHAP values, we pick the 4 transactions that 

were fixed on two routes: 

• Persian Gulf-India: representative for eastbound routes with SHAP values that are 

positive and significant in magnitude. 

• Persian Gulf-USG: representative for westbound routes with SHAP value that are 

negative and significant in magnitude. 
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Table 10 - Examples of contribution of each variable to individual predictions (4 out of 1,118 total 

observations) 

Table 10 contains 4 observations from the data with the true values and SHAP values for each 

feature, the observed and estimated rate measured by XGBoost. IOC and Reliance are both 

major charterers on the route from Persian Gulf to India with their proportion of transactions 

are 51.6% and 24.7%, respectively. As explained in the section of interaction between charterer 

and route, the influential charterers of eastwards routes are willing to pay higher fixture rates 

on those routes. Correspondingly, SHAP values of the two charterers are positive, implying that 

the charter identities of IOC and Reliance in this specific case are associated with an increase 

of 0.044 and 0.076, respectively, to the mean estimated logarithm of rate. The SHAP value for 

the owner Shpg Corp of India generates a decrease of mean estimated by 0.03 and the SHAP 

value of Dynacom Tankers Mgmt means an increase of 0.064. While the first transaction has a 

positive SHAP value for age as the chartered vessel is 10 years old, the value for the second 

observation is negative as a result of a vessel age of 17, which is greater than the mentioned 

threshold of 15. Similar logic can be applied to explain the contribution of lead time, load factor, 

and market index. By adding the SHAP values of all features to the mean estimated, the 

logarithms of rates for the first two examples are 4.46 and 4.57, equivalent to rates of 86.6 and 

96.6 WS, respectively. The estimated rates are 21.95 % and 13.6% higher than the actual values. 

On the other hand, both ExxonMobil and Shell obtain negative SHAP values for their identities. 

As mentioned, ExxonMobil is the dominant charterer on Persian Gulf-USG route. Its SHAP 

values is not only negative but significant in magnitude, implying its bargaining power as an 

influential charterer on this westbound route. Load factor of 0.94 generates negative SHAP 

values as discussed. The estimated logs of rate for third and fourth observation are 3.46 and 

3.62, equivalent to rates of WS31.8 and WS37.6. The estimated rates are 36.4 % and 18.3% 

lower than the actual values. 

The same technique can be employed to interpret each individual estimation. Thus, SHAP 

values is an efficient and reliable tool to assess the fixture rates in individual contracts.  
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7. Conclusion 

Our study uses advanced models (i.e., GAM and XGBoost) to conduct a hedonic price model 

using microeconomic determinants for the VLCC market and SHAP values to explain the 

influence of explanatory variables on the estimation of individual fixture rate. In conclusion, 

XGBoost performs better than GAM as XGBoost reduces MAPE by 46.1%. XGBoost Features 

Importance and SHAP values deliver almost the same results of contribution ranking of each 

variable on the outcomes in general with a slight change in the order of load factor, owner 

encoded value, and lead time variables. Market condition and cyclicality have the greatest 

impact on the estimations, following by route and charterer. The heterogeneity of route 

influencing model output reflects strategic behavior in the VLCC charterer market. Our 

estimated results also suggest that charterers have considerable leverage on the freight rate in 

this market, compared to that of owners. Most of our empirical results from SHAP values are 

in line with the findings of previous literature. Furthermore, SHAP interaction values suggest 

that influential charterers on westbound routes have the bargaining power to reduce the fixture 

rates while their counterparts on eastbound routes are willing to pay a higher price than mean 

estimation. The interaction between owner and charterer, lead time, and market level follows 

the results from previous notable papers. Finally, SHAP value is an efficient tool to investigate 

the contribution of each determinant on individual estimations, shedding light on the black box 

model of XGBoost. 

In the course of this study, we acknowledge the following constraints and biases. First of all, 

the study concentrates on a data source from Clarkson Research which reports what shipping 

brokers are willing to provide, otherwise charter rates will be withheld from public disclosure 

for confidential reasons (Cridland, 2010). As such, a large proportion of missing values (54%) 

impacts strongly on the sample size. In fact, Veenstra and van Dalen (2008) also highlighted 

that the available dataset cannot cover overall market activities.  

Besides, the present study has not considered non-observable characteristics of charterers and 

owners and macroeconomic factors such as oil price, demand and supply for oil, vessel supply, 

and regulation which imply bargaining power and market conditions and in turn have a stronger 

impact on the variation of charter rates. At the same time, our study limits at the spot market 

without investing the relationship with the time charter market. The picture is thus still 

incomplete and should be investigated in the future study. 
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Last but not least, the encoding approach for categorical variables should also reconsider for 

the future research. With ability to deal with categorical predictors that contain a considerable 

number of levels, target encoding seems to be an appropriate and efficient method in this case. 

However, a disadvantage of target encoding is the possibility of data leakage as the method 

bases on the mean value of target variable in each category to measure the encoding value for 

that category, leading to overfitting. This issue can be tackled by using Leave-One-Out or K-

fold validation, at the compensation of interpretability. Since the objective of this paper is to 

find a balance between accuracy and interpretability of an artificial intelligent model as 

XGBoost, target encoding is implemented without Leave-One-Out or K-Fold cross validation 

in order to maintain one encoding value for a category. We also acknowledge more intuitive 

encoding methods such that routes are translated to numerical values according to their distance 

or direction from one port (e.g., Persian Gulf), charterers and owners can be encoded by their 

capital or size. However, we were not able to implement those approaches due to time 

constraint. Although using only train data to generate the encoding values can decrease the 

possibility of data leakage to an extent, future study may develop a more intuitive and 

comprehensive approach to enhance the performance yet avoid overfitting.  
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Appendix 

A1. Overview of Quantitative Variables 

 

Figure A1.1 - Trends of freight rates over time (2011-2020) 
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Figure A1.2 - Multicollinearity among quantitative variables 
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Figure A1.3 - Distribution of quantitative variables 

 

 

Figure A1.4 - The scatterplots between rates and quantitative dependent variables. 
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A2. Encoded Values and Original Categorical Values 

 

Note: Top 10 most active routes are highlighted. 

Table A2.1 - Route encoded values vs Original categorical values (Train set). Source: Authors’ 

calculations, distance data retrieved from: Stopford (2009) and Parker (2014).  
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Note: Top 10 most active routes are highlighted. 

Table A2.2 - Route encoded values vs Original categorical values (Test set). Source: Authors’ 

calculations, distance data retrieved from: Stopford (2009) and Parker (2014).  
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Note: Top 10 most active charterers are highlighted. 

Table A2.3 - Charterer encoded values vs Original categorical values (Train set).  
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Note: Top 10 most active charterers are highlighted. 

Table A2.4 - Charterer encoded values vs Original categorical values (Test set) 
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Note: Top 10 most active owners are highlighted. 

Table A2.5 - Owner encoded values vs Original categorical values (Train set) 
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Note: Top 10 most active owners are highlighted. 

Table A2.6 - Owner encoded values vs Original categorical values (Test set) 
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A3. Residual Test from GAM model 

 

Figure A3.1 - Overview of residuals from GAM model 
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A4. XGBoost Feature Importance Score 

 

Note: XGBoost feature importance scores are based on gain scores in which gain scores of all features 

sum up to 1 (or 100%). 

Table A4.1 - XGBoost Feature Importance Score 
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A5. XGBoost Interaction 

 

Figure A5.1 - Interaction plot between route and age 
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Figure A5.2 - Interaction plot between route and lead time 
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Figure A5.3 - Interaction plot between route and owner 

 

Figure A5.4 - Interaction plot between route and owner  
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Figure A5.5 - Interaction plot between charterer and owner 
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A6. Fixed Effect Linear Regression Model 

 

Note: Signif. codes are respectively: 0’***’ 0.001’**’ 0.01’*’ 0.05’.’ 0.1” 1.   

Table A6.1 - Estimation of the log freight rate based on fixed effect regression.  
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Figure A6.1 - The most notable fixed-effects in the model (3) - Time fixed effect (monthly level) and 

charterer and owner fixed effect 
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A7. Results from GAM Model for full dataset 

 

Note: Signif. codes are respectively: 0’***’ 0.001’**’ 0.01’*’ 0.05’.’ 0.1” 1.   

Table A7.1 - Smooth terms from GAM model 
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Figure A7.1 - Smooth of GAM model 
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Figure A7.2 - Overview of residuals from GAM model 
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A8. Results from XGBoost Model for full dataset 

 

Note: XGBoost feature importance scores are based on gain scores in which gain scores of all features 

sums up to 1 (or 100%). 

Figure A8.1 - Feature importance based on XGBoost framework 

 

Note: XGBoost feature importance scores are based on gain scores in which gain scores of all features 

sums up to 1 (or 100%). 

Table A8.1 - XGBoost Feature Importance Score 
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Figure A8.2 - Partial dependence plots from XGBoost model 
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A9. R Code 

 

################################## 

# Master Thesis 

################################## 

getwd() 

setwd("C:/Users/47462/OneDrive/Documents/NHH/Master Thesis/VLCC") 

# Import necessary packages 

library(readxl) 

library(dplyr) 

library(ggplot2) 

library(tidyr) 

library(hrbrthemes) 

library(viridis) 

library(babynames) 

library(tidyverse) 

library(plotly) 

library(zoo) 

library(anytime) 

library(forecast) 

library(data.table) 

library(xgboost)  

library(SHAPforxgboost) #SHAP Value 

library(mlr) #Tuning hyperparameters 

library(Metrics) 
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library(Hmisc) 

library(checkmate) 

library(e1071) 

library(data.table) 

library(forcats) 

library(lubridate) 

library(cowplot) 

library(corrplot) #Check multicollinearity 

library(plotmo)  

library(ExPanDaR) #Data descriptive analysis 

library(gridExtra) 

library(fixest) #Fixed effect 

library(caret) 

library(timetk) #time serie cross validation 

library(mgcv) #GAM 

#################################################### 

# 3. Data 

# 3.1. Data Collection 

#################################################### 

# Import data files 

VLCC_2011 <- read_excel("Clarkson VLCC fixtures.xlsx",5) 

VLCC_2012 <- read_excel("Clarkson VLCC fixtures.xlsx",4) 

VLCC_2013 <- read_excel("Clarkson VLCC fixtures.xlsx",3) 

VLCC_2014 <- read_excel("Clarkson VLCC fixtures.xlsx",2) 

# Dataset 2015 has a different format then other dataset. Therefore, we need to adjust format and 

change column names 

VLCC_2015 <- read_excel("Clarkson VLCC fixtures.xlsx",1) 
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colnames(VLCC_2015)[colnames(VLCC_2015) == 'Laycan_From'] <- "Laycan From" 

colnames(VLCC_2015)[colnames(VLCC_2015) == 'Laycan_To'] <- "Laycan To" 

VLCC_2015$Date <- anydate(VLCC_2015$Date) 

VLCC_2015$Dwt <- as.numeric(as.character(VLCC_2015$Dwt)) 

VLCC_2016 <- read_excel("vlcc_2016.xlsx") 

VLCC_2017 <- read_excel("vlcc_2017.xlsx") 

VLCC_2018 <- read_excel("vlcc_2018.xlsx") 

VLCC_2019 <- read_excel("vlcc_2019.xlsx") 

VLCC_2020 <- read_excel("vlcc_2020.xlsx") 

# Consolidated data file 

VLCC <- Reduce(function(x, y) merge(x, y, all=TRUE),  

               list(VLCC_2011, VLCC_2012, VLCC_2013, VLCC_2014, VLCC_2015, VLCC_2016, 

VLCC_2017, VLCC_2018, VLCC_2019, VLCC_2020))  

df <- VLCC[,-c(8,22:26)] 

# Take a look at dataset 

head(df) 

 

######################################################################### 

# 3.2. Data Pre-processing 

######################################################################### 

# Convert column Dwt to numeric class 

df$Dwt <- as.numeric(as.character(df$Dwt)) 

# Add column Lead_time which is the difference between Laycan From and transaction Date 

df$Lead_time<- as.numeric(as.character(difftime(df$`Laycan From` ,df$`Date` , units = c("days")))) 

# Combine all Route which appeared in less than 20 transactions into "Other" 

df$Route[df$Route %in%  names(table(df$Route))[table(df$Route) <20]] = "OTHER" 

df <- df %>% 
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  # Omit values without charterer's names, owner's names, quantity, DWT, ages 

  na.omit(cols = c(Charterer, Owner, Quantity, Built, Dwt)) %>% 

  # Calculate Age, Year and Load Factor 

  mutate(Age = as.numeric(format(as.Date(Date), format = "%Y")) - Built, 

         Load_Factor = Quantity/Dwt, 

         Year = format(as.Date(Date), format = "%Y")) %>% 

  # Only chose fixture with rate expressed in WS 

  filter(Unit == "WS") 

df <- df[df$Load_Factor <= 1,] # Remove rows with Load_Factor more than 1 

df <- df[df$Load_Factor >= 0.7,] # Remove rows with Load_Factor less than 0.7 

df <- df[df$Lead_time >= 0,] # Remove rows with negative Lead_time 

df <- df[df$Lead_time <=50,] # Remove rows with Lead_time more than 50 days 

# Plot the freight rate  

ggplot(df) + geom_boxplot(aes(x=Year, y=Rate))+  

  theme(text = element_text(size=20)) 

# Check the distribution of the response variable 

blog <- ggplot(data = df) +  

  geom_histogram(aes(x = Rate, y=..density..), fill="steelblue", colour="black") + 

  ggtitle("Distribution of Rate before transformation") + 

  stat_function(fun = dnorm,  

                args = list(mean = mean(df$Rate), sd = sd(df$Rate)), 

                color = "black", size = 1) 

# Log transformation of the target variable 

df <- df %>% 

  mutate (Rate_log = log(Rate +1)) 

# Check the distribution of the response variable after transformation 
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alog <- ggplot(data = df) +  

  geom_histogram(aes(x = Rate_log, y=..density..), fill="steelblue", colour="black") + 

  ggtitle("Distribution of Rate after log_transformation") + 

  stat_function(fun = dnorm,  

                args = list(mean = mean(df$Rate_log), sd = sd(df$Rate_log)), 

                color = "black", size = 1) 

# Combine three plots into same page 

plot_grid(blog, alog, labels = "AUTO") 

# Add column "Market index" 

diffMarket_Index <- function(end_date, start_date) { 

  end <- as.POSIXlt(end_date) 

  start <- as.POSIXlt(start_date) 

  12 * (end$year - start$year) + (end$mon - start$mon) 

} 

for (i in 1:nrow(df)) { 

  df$Market_Index[i] <- diffMarket_Index(df$Date[i],df$Date[1])+1 

} 

 

################################################################## 

# 3.3. Descriptive Statistics 

################################################################## 

# Data description 

ExPanD(df) 

# Check multicollinearity of numeric variables 

cor_numVar <- cor(df[,c(21:23,25:26)], use="pairwise.complete.obs")  

corrplot.mixed(cor_numVar, tl.col="black", tl.pos = "lt")  
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######### 

# Age, Lead_time and Load_Factor 

# Histogram 

df[,c(21:23,26)] %>% 

  gather() %>%  

  ggplot(aes(value,fill=key)) + 

  facet_wrap(~ key, scales = "free") + 

  geom_histogram() + 

  theme(legend.position="none")+ theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

                                       axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

                                       axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), 

                                       axis.text.y = element_text(size=20)) 

# Plot scatterplot between Rate and other numeric variables 

plot_lf <- ggplot(df, aes(x = Load_Factor, y = Rate)) + 

  geom_point(color="red") +  

scale_color_viridis_d() + theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

                                axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

                                axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), 

                                axis.text.y = element_text(size=20)) 

plot_age <- ggplot(df, aes(x = Age, y = Rate)) + 

  geom_point(color="red") + 

  scale_color_viridis_d()+ theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

                                 axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

                                 axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), 

                                 axis.text.y = element_text(size=20)) 

plot_lt <- ggplot(df, aes(x = Lead_time, y = Rate)) + 
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  geom_point(color="red") + 

  scale_color_viridis_d()+ theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

                                 axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

                                 axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), 

                                 axis.text.y = element_text(size=20)) 

# Combine three plots into same page 

plot_grid(plot_lf, plot_age, plot_lt, labels = "AUTO") 

############ 

# Rate over time         

df_mean_Month <- df %>% 

  group_by(Market_Index) %>% 

  summarise(Mean_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) 

ggplot(df_mean_Month, aes(x = Market_Index, y = Mean_Rate)) + xlab("Month") + 

  geom_line() + 

  theme_bw()  

############ 

# Charterers 

# Top ten Charterers with highest numbers of transactions 

ch <- df %>% 

  group_by(Charterer) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n(), 

            Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Fixtures)) %>% # Arrange number of fixtures 

  top_n(n=10, Fixtures) # Choose top ten fixtures 

# Number of transactions which other charterers participated in 

m <- df %>% 
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  filter(!Charterer %in% ch$Charterer) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n(), 

            Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) 

# Add column "Others" and "Total" which account for total transactions made by other charterers and 

overall charterers 

ch[11,] = c("Others", m[1,]) 

ch[12,] = list("Total", nrow(df), 

               round(mean(df$Rate),2)) 

# Add column "Percent" and "Cumul." which are percentage of fixtures and cumulative percentage of 

fixtures, respectively 

ch <- ch%>% 

  mutate(Percent = round((Fixtures/nrow(df)*100),1), 

         Cumul. = NA) # Assign column "Cumul." as NA initially 

ch <- as.data.frame(ch) # Convert ch to data frame 

# Calculate "Cumul." 

# Assign the first row of the column equals to the percentage of that transaction 

ch[1,5] <- ch[1,4] 

# From the second rows going forward, the value of cumulative percentage will equal to the previous 

cumulative percentage  

# plus the percentage of this transaction 

for (i in c(2:(nrow(ch)-1))){ 

  ch[i,5] <- ch[i-1,5] + ch[i,4]} 

# Owners 

# We do the same process for Top ten Owners: 

o <- df %>% 

  group_by(Owner) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n(), 

            Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 
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  arrange(desc(Fixtures)) %>% 

  top_n(n=10, Fixtures) 

m <- df %>% 

  filter(!Owner %in% o$Owner) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n(), 

            Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) 

o[11,] = c("Others", m[1,]) 

o[12,] = list("Total", nrow(df), 

              round(mean(df$Rate),2)) 

o <- o%>% 

  mutate(Percent = round((Fixtures/nrow(df)*100),1), 

         Cumul. = NA) 

o <- as.data.frame(o) 

o[1,5] <- o[1,4] 

for (i in c(2:(nrow(o)-1))){ 

  o[i,5] <- o[i-1,5] + o[i,4]} 

# Dataframe with top ten owner and charterer: 

df_pair <- df %>% 

  filter(Charterer %in% ch$Charterer) %>% 

  filter(Owner %in% o$Owner) %>% 

  group_by(Owner, Charterer) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n()) 

# Create heatmap with top ten owner and charterer: 

ggplot(df_pair, aes(Owner, Charterer)) +                            

  geom_tile(aes(fill = Fixtures)) + geom_text(aes(label = Fixtures), size = 8) + 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 
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        axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

        axis.text.x = element_text(angle=45, hjust=1, size=22), 

        axis.text.y = element_text(size=22), 

        legend.text = element_text(size=20), 

        legend.title = element_text(size=20), 

        aspect.ratio = 2/3) 

############## 

# Top 10 routes 

df_route <- df %>% 

  group_by(Route) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n(), # number of transaction of that each route 

            # Summarise mean of relative features corresponding to each route, round the result 

            Rate = round(mean(Rate),2),  

            UR = round(mean(Load_Factor),2), 

            Age = round(mean(Age),2), 

            Leadtime = round(mean(Lead_time),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Fixtures)) %>% # Arrange number of fixtures 

  top_n(n=10, Fixtures) # Choose top ten fixture 

# Summary of top 10 routes and all routes by number of fixtures of each route over time 

df_route_plot <- df %>% 

  mutate(Year = year(Date)) %>% 

  filter(Route %in% df_route$Route) %>% 

  group_by(Year, Route) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n()) 

# Summarise total  of fixture, mean of other features of other routes 

n <- df %>% 
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  filter(!Route %in% df_route$Route) %>% 

  summarise(Fixtures = n(), 

            Rate = round(mean(Rate),2), 

            UR = round(mean(Load_Factor),2), 

            Age = round(mean(Age),2), 

            Leadtime = round(mean(Lead_time),2)) 

# Add column "Others" and "All" and calculate corresponding values of all columns 

df_route[11,] <- c("Others", n[1,])  

df_route[12,] <- list("All", nrow(df), 

                      round(mean(df$Rate),2), 

                      round(mean(df$Load_Factor),2), 

                      round(mean(df$Age),2), 

                      round(mean(df$Lead_time),2)) 

#plots the stacked area chart of top ten route 

p <- df_route_plot %>% 

  ggplot(aes(x=Year, y=Fixtures, fill=Route, text=Route))+ 

  geom_area()+ 

  scale_fill_viridis(discrete = T)+ 

  theme(legend.position = 'none') + 

  theme_ipsum()+ 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = rel(1.8)), 

        axis.title.y = element_text(size = rel(1.8)), 

        text = element_text(size=12)) 

ggplotly(p, tootltip='text')  

# Plot ranking of routes based on rates 

df_rr <- df %>% 
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  group_by(Route) %>% 

  summarise(mean_Rate = mean(Rate)) %>% 

  mutate(variable = NA) 

df_rr <- as.data.frame(df_rr) 

# Plot  

ggplot(df_rr, aes(mean_Rate, reorder(Route, -mean_Rate))) +  

  geom_bar(stat="identity", fill = "red") + ylab(label = "Route") + 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 15), 

        axis.title.y = element_text(size = 15), 

        axis.text.x = element_text(size=15), 

        axis.text.y = element_text(size=15), 

        legend.text = element_text(size=15), 

        legend.title = element_text(size=15)) 

 

################################################################## 

# 5. Methodology 

# 5.1. Preparation before modeling 

################################################################# 

# 5.1.1. Split data into training and test data 

# Training data consists of observations from 2011 to 2018. 

# Test set covers the last two year period 

train_index <- 2011:2018 

test_index <- 2019:2020 

train_temp <- df[which(df$Year %in% train_index),] 

test_temp <- df[which(df$Year %in% test_index),] 
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######################################### 

# 5.1.2. Target Encoding 

# Function to encode data 

encode_target <- function(x, y, sigma = NULL) { 

  t1 <- aggregate(y, list(factor(x, exclude = NULL)), mean, na.rm = TRUE) 

  t2 <- t1[is.na(as.character(t1[, 1])), 2] 

  t3 <- t1[, 2] 

  names(t3) <- t1[, 1] 

  t3 <- t3[x] 

  t3[is.na(t3)] <- t2 

  if (!is.null(sigma)) { 

    t3 <- t3 * rnorm(length(t3), mean = 1, sd = sigma) 

  } 

  t3 

} 

train_temp[["Route_encoded"]] <- encode_target(train_temp[["Route"]], train_temp[["Rate_log"]]) 

train_temp[["Charterer_encoded"]] <- encode_target(train_temp[["Charterer"]], 

train_temp[["Rate_log"]]) 

train_temp[["Owner_encoded"]] <- encode_target(train_temp[["Owner"]], train_temp[["Rate_log"]]) 

# Match encoded data of train set to test set 

test_temp[["Route_encoded"]] <- 

train_temp$Route_encoded[match(test_temp$Route,train_temp$Route)] 

test_temp[["Charterer_encoded"]] <- 

train_temp$Charterer_encoded[match(test_temp$Charterer,train_temp$Charterer)] 

test_temp[["Owner_encoded"]] <- 

train_temp$Owner_encoded[match(test_temp$Owner,train_temp$Owner)] 

# Fill in NA of test sets by global mean of train set 

test_temp$Charterer_encoded[is.na(test_temp$Charterer_encoded)] <- mean(train_temp$Rate_log) 
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test_temp$Owner_encoded[is.na(test_temp$Owner_encoded)] <- mean(train_temp$Rate_log) 

test_temp$Route_encoded[is.na(test_temp$Route_encoded)] <- mean(train_temp$Rate_log) 

# Get the final data 

train <- train_temp %>% 

  select(Date, Charterer_encoded, Route_encoded, Owner_encoded, Lead_time, Age, Load_Factor, 

Market_Index, Rate_log) 

test <- test_temp %>% 

  select(Charterer_encoded, Route_encoded, Owner_encoded, Lead_time, Age, Load_Factor, 

Market_Index, Rate_log) 

# Table of original data vs encoded data 

# Routes 

train_route_encoded <- train_temp %>% 

  group_by(Route) %>% 

  summarise(Route_encoded = mean(Route_encoded), 

            Fixtures = n(),  

            Average_Rate_log = round(mean(Rate_log),2), 

            Average_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Route_encoded))  

test_route_encoded <- test_temp %>% 

  group_by(Route) %>% 

  summarise(Route_encoded = mean(Route_encoded), 

            Fixtures = n(),  

            Average_Rate_log = round(mean(Rate_log),2), 

            Average_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Route_encoded)) 

# Charterer 

train_charterer_encoded <- train_temp %>% 
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  group_by(Charterer) %>% 

  summarise(Charterer_encoded = mean(Charterer_encoded), 

            Fixtures = n(),  

            Average_Rate_log = round(mean(Rate_log),2), 

            Average_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Charterer_encoded))  

test_charterer_encoded <- test_temp %>% 

  group_by(Charterer) %>% 

  summarise(Charterer_encoded = mean(Charterer_encoded), 

            Fixtures = n(),  

            Average_Rate_log = round(mean(Rate_log),2), 

            Average_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Charterer_encoded))  

# Owner 

train_owner_encoded <- train_temp %>% 

  group_by(Owner) %>% 

  summarise(Owner_encoded = mean(Owner_encoded), 

            Fixtures = n(),  

            Average_Rate_log = round(mean(Rate_log),2), 

            Average_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Owner_encoded))  

test_owner_encoded <- test_temp %>% 

  group_by(Owner) %>% 

  summarise(Owner_encoded = mean(Owner_encoded), 

            Fixtures = n(),  

            Average_Rate_log = round(mean(Rate_log),2), 
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            Average_Rate = round(mean(Rate),2)) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Owner_encoded))  

 

################################################## 

# 5.2. Fitting models 

# Time series cross-validation 

tscv <- train %>% 

  time_series_cv( 

    date_var    = Date, 

    initial     = "3 years", 

    assess      = "1 year", 

    skip        = "1 year", 

    slice_limit = 10 

  ) 

# Plot cross-validation plan 

tscv %>% 

  plot_time_series_cv_plan(Date, Rate_log, .interactive = FALSE, .title = "Cross Validation Plan") 

# Divide data into 4 folds: 

# Fold 1: 

train1 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[1]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[1]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali1 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[1]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[1]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold1 <- rbind(train1, vali1) 

# Fold 2: 

train2 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[2]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[2]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali2 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[2]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[2]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold2 <- rbind(train2, vali2) 
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# Fold 3: 

train3 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[3]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[3]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali3 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[3]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[3]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold3 <- rbind(train3, vali3) 

# Fold 4: 

train4 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[4]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[4]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali4 <- train[c(tscv$splits[[4]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[4]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold4 <- rbind(train4, vali4) 

################################################################## 

# Prepare for fitting XGBoost model 

# The predictor variables  

predictors <- train %>% 

  select(-c(Rate_log, Date)) %>% 

  as.matrix() 

# The response variable  

output <- train$Rate_log 

# The predictor variables from test data 

test_output <- test$Rate_log 

# Constract xgb.DMatrix object for XGBoost 

dtrain <- xgb.DMatrix(data = predictors, label = output) 

# Change column names of training, validation and test data 

colnames(fold1) <- make.names(colnames(fold1),unique = T) 

colnames(fold2) <- make.names(colnames(fold2),unique = T) 

colnames(fold3) <- make.names(colnames(fold3),unique = T) 

colnames(fold4) <- make.names(colnames(fold4),unique = T) 
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################################################################### 

# 6. Results & Discussion 

# 6.1.GAM & XGBoost 

################################################################## 

# GAM 

# Fit model 

set.seed(5678) 

gam1<- 

gam(Rate_log~s(Lead_time)+s(Age)+s(Load_Factor)+s(Market_Index)+s(Charterer_encoded)+s(O

wner_encoded) 

           +s(Route_encoded),  

           data = train[,-1], method="REML", select = TRUE) 

# Summary of GAM results 

summary(gam1) 

# Plot partial dependence plots 

plot(gam1, pages = 4, residuals=F, pch=19, cex=0.25, 

     scheme=1, col='#FF8000', shade=T,shade.col='gray90') 

# Check GAM residuals 

mar <- par(mfrow = c(2, 2)) 

gam.check(gam1, old.style=FALSE, 

          type=c("deviance","pearson","response")) 

par(mar) 

########################################## 

# Perform prediction 

pred1 = predict(gam1, test) 

# Calculate accuracy measures 

mse_1 <- mse(pred1, test_output) 
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mae_1 <- mae(pred1,  test_output) 

rmse_1 <- rmse(pred1,  test_output) 

mape_1 <- mape(pred1,  test_output) 

cat("MSE: ", mse_1, "MAE: ", mae_1, "RMSE: ", rmse_1, "MAPE: ", mape_1) 

 

################################################################## 

# XGBoost 

# Tunning Hypermeters  

# create mlr task for XGBoost 

trainTask <- makeRegrTask(data = train[,-1], target = "Rate_log")  

testTask <- makeRegrTask(data = test, target = "Rate_log") 

trainTask1 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold1, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask2 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold2, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask3 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold3, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask4 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold4, target = "Rate_log")  

# Create learner object: 

learn <- makeLearner( 

  "regr.xgboost",  #model type: XGBoost 

  predict.type = "response", 

  par.vals = list( 

    objective = "reg:squarederror", 

    eval_metric = "error", 

    nrounds = 1000 

  ) 

) 

# Impute base learner by median 
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learn <- makeImputeWrapper(learn, classes = list(numeric = imputeMedian(), integer = 

imputeMedian())) 

# Define the list parameters for XGBoost model  

param <- makeParamSet( 

  makeIntegerParam("min_child_weight", lower = 1, upper = 10), 

  makeIntegerParam("nrounds", lower = 500, upper = 2000), 

  makeIntegerParam("max_depth", lower = 1, upper = 10), 

  makeNumericParam("eta", lower = 0.01, upper = 0.3), 

  makeNumericParam("subsample", lower = 0.5, upper = 0.8), 

  makeNumericParam("lambda", lower = -2, upper = 0, trafo = function(x) 10^x) 

) 

# Fold 1 

set.seed(123) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb1 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask1,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train1),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train1)):nrow(fold1),  

                                                              nrow(fold1)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 2 

set.seed(124) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb2 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask2,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train2),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train2)):nrow(fold2),  
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                                                              nrow(fold2)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 3 

set.seed(125) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb3 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask3,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train3),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train3)):nrow(fold3),  

                                                              nrow(fold3)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 4 

set.seed(126) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb4 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask4,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train4),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train4)):nrow(fold4),  

                                                              nrow(fold4)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######## 

# Compare result from 6 folds, choose the optimal parameter 

# The optimal parameter will be: 
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best_xgb4 

######## 

# Assign the optimal hyperparameter to the leaner 

learn1 <- setHyperPars(learn, par.vals = best_xgb4$x) 

# Fit xgboost model for training data 

tr <- mlr::train(learn1, trainTask) 

model <- xgb.train(data = dtrain, 

                   label = output, 

                   objective = "reg:linear", 

                   min_child_weight = as.numeric(best_xgb4$x[1]), 

                   nrounds = as.numeric(best_xgb4$x[2]), 

                   max_depth = as.numeric(best_xgb4$x[3]), 

                   eta = as.numeric(best_xgb4$x[4]), 

                   subsample = as.numeric(best_xgb4$x[5]), 

                   lambda = as.numeric(best_xgb4$x[6]), 

                   watchlist = list(train=dtrain),  

                   maximize = F , eval_metric = "error")   

########################################## 

# Perform prediction 

pred2 <- predict(tr, testTask) 

# Calculate accuracy measures 

mse_2 <- mse(pred2$data$response, pred2$data$truth) 

mae_2 <- mae(pred2$data$response, pred2$data$truth) 

rmse_2 <- rmse(pred2$data$response, pred2$data$truth) 

mape_2 <- mape(pred2$data$response, pred2$data$truth) 

cat("MSE: ", mse_2, "MAE: ", mae_2, "RMSE: ", rmse_2, "MAPE: ", mape_2) 
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########################################## 

# Data frame includes actual and fitted values from GAM and XGBoost 

result <- data.frame(test$Market_Index,  

                     test_output, pred1, pred2$data$response) 

colnames(result) <- c("Market_Index", "Actual", "Fitted_byGAM", "Fitted_byXGBoost") 

# Comparison plot between actual values and predicted values based on XGBoost 

gamplot <- ggplot(result, aes(x=Actual, y=Fitted_byGAM)) + 

  geom_point(color = "pink") + 

  labs(title = "GAM") + 

  ylab("Fitted values") + 

  xlab("Actual values") + 

  geom_abline(intercept=0, slope=1, color = "red") + theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

                                                           axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

                                                           axis.text.x = element_text(size=20, angle=90, hjust=1), 

                                                           axis.text.y = element_text(size=22), 

                                                           legend.text = element_text(size=20), 

                                                           legend.title = element_text(size=20), 

                                                           title = element_text(size = 20) 

xgplot <- ggplot(result, aes(x=Actual, y=Fitted_byXGBoost)) + 

  geom_point(color = "lightblue") + 

  labs(title = "XGBoost") + 

  ylab("Fitted values") + 

  xlab("Actual values") + 

  geom_abline(intercept=0, slope=1, color = "red") + theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

                                                           axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

                                                           axis.text.x = element_text(size=20, angle=90, hjust=1), 
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                                                           axis.text.y = element_text(size=22), 

                                                           legend.text = element_text(size=20), 

                                                           legend.title = element_text(size=20), 

                                                           title = element_text(size = 20)) 

# Combine two plots into same page 

plot_grid(gamplot, xgplot, labels = "AUTO") 

 

######################################### 

# 6.1.3. XGBoost Feature Important 

######################################### 

# Find important scores of all features 

ximp <- xgb.importance(model = model) 

# Create plot of feature importance 

xgb.ggplot.importance(importance_matrix = ximp, n_clusters = 1) + 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

        axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

        axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), 

        axis.text.y = element_text(size=20), 

        legend.text = element_text(size=20), 

        legend.title = element_text(size=20), 

        title = element_text(size = 20), 

        aspect.ratio = 2/3, 

        legend.position = "none")  

######################################### 

# Partial dependent plot 

# Market index and route 
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pd_mr <- generatePartialDependenceData(tr, trainTask, ximp$Feature[1:2]) 

plotPartialDependence(pd_mr) 

# Charterer and owner 

pd_co <- generatePartialDependenceData(tr, trainTask, ximp$Feature[c(4,6)]) 

plotPartialDependence(pd_co) 

# Load factor, Lead time and Age 

pd_lla <- generatePartialDependenceData(tr, trainTask, ximp$Feature[c(3,5,7)]) 

plotPartialDependence(pd_lla) 

# Interaction between Charterer and Owner 

pd_co <- pdp::partial(model, pred.var = c("Owner_encoded", "Charterer_encoded"), 

                      train = subset(train, select = -c(Rate_log, Date)), 

                      grid.resolution = 10,  

                      chull = TRUE, 

                      plot = FALSE, 

                      .progress = "text") 

# 3D 

pdp::plotPartial(pd_co, levelplot = FALSE, colorkey = TRUE,  

                 screen = list(z = -20, x = -60), zlab = "Rate_log", drape = TRUE)              

# 2D 

pdp::plotPartial(pd_co, contour = FALSE, shade = TRUE) 

######################################### 

# 6.2. SHAP Values 

######################################### 

shap_values <- shap.values(xgb_model = model, X_train = predictors) 

shap_values$mean_shap_score 

#SUMMARY PLOT 
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shap_long <- shap.prep(xgb_model = model, X_train = predictors) 

shap.plot.summary(shap_long, x_bound  = 1.2, dilute = 10) 

shap.plot.summary.wrap1(model, X = predictors) 

#DEPENDENCE PLOT 

fig_list <- lapply(names(shap_values$mean_shap_score)[1:4],  

                   shap.plot.dependence, data_long = shap_long, color_feature = 'Market_Index') 

grid.arrange(grobs = fig_list, ncol = 2) 

fig_list2 <- lapply(names(shap_values$mean_shap_score)[5:7],  

                    shap.plot.dependence, data_long = shap_long, color_feature = 'Market_Index') 

grid.arrange(grobs = fig_list2, ncol = 2) 

#Market_Index dependence plot vs Trend plot of Rate 

Market_Index_ind <- 

shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Market_Index"]), data_long = 

shap_long) 

#Plot Price over time (Market_Index) 

p <- ggplot(train, aes(x=Market_Index, y=Rate_log)) + 

  geom_line() +  

  xlab("") +  

  stat_smooth( 

    color = "#FC4E07", fill = "#FC4E07", 

    method = "loess" 

  ) 

grid.arrange(Market_Index_ind, p, ncol = 2) 

#Route dependence plot 

route_ind <- shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Route_encoded"]), 

data_long = shap_long) 

route_ind 

#Charterer dependence plot 
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charterer_ind <- 

shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Charterer_encoded"]), data_long = 

shap_long) 

charterer_ind 

#Owner dependence plot 

owner_ind <- shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Owner_encoded"]), 

data_long = shap_long) 

owner_ind 

#Lead time dependence plot  

lt_ind <- shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Lead_time"]), data_long = 

shap_long) 

lt_ind 

#Load factor dependence plot 

lf_ind <- shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Load_Factor"]), 

data_long = shap_long) 

lf_ind 

#Age dependence plot 

age_ind <- shap.plot.dependence(x=names(shap_values$mean_shap_score["Age"]), data_long = 

shap_long) 

age_ind 

grid.arrange(charterer_ind, owner_ind , ncol=2) 

######################## 

# LOCAL EXPLANATION 

#On train set 

shap_data <- shap_values$shap_score 

shap_data[, BIAS := shap_values$BIAS0] 

pred_mod <- predict(model, predictors) 

shap_data[, `:=`(Row_Sum = round(rowSums(shap_data),6), Pred_Mod = round(pred_mod,6))] 

#Measure SHAP values on test set 
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shap_values_test <- shap.values(xgb_model = model, X_train = test[,-8]) 

shap_data_test <- shap_values_test$shap_score 

#Measure base value 

shap_data_test[, BIAS := shap_values_test$BIAS0] 

shap_data_test[, `:=`(rowSum = round(rowSums(shap_data_test),6), pred_mod = 

round(pred2$data$response,6))] 

names(shap_data_test) <- c("Charterer_SV", "Route_SV", "Owner_SV", "Lead_time_SV",  

                      "Age_SV", "Load_Factor_SV", "Market_Index_SV", "BIAS", "Row_Sum", 

"Pred_Mod") 

test_temp2 <- cbind(test_temp, shap_data_test) 

test_temp3 <- test_temp2 %>% 

  select(Charterer, Charterer_SV, Route, Route_encoded, Route_SV, Owner, Owner_SV,  

         Lead_time, Lead_time_SV, Age, Age_SV, Load_Factor, Load_Factor_SV, 

         Market_Index, Market_Index_SV, BIAS, Row_Sum, Pred_Mod, Rate) 

############################################ 

#INTERACTION EFFECT 

# vs Time trend (i.e., Market_Index) 

shap_int <- predict(model, predictors, predinteraction = TRUE) 

charterer_t <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                    data_int = shap_int, 

                                    x= "Market_Index", y = "Charterer_encoded",  

                                    color_feature = "Charterer_encoded") 

route_t <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Market_Index", y = "Route_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Route_encoded") 

owner_t <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 
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                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Market_Index", y = "Owner_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Owner_encoded") 

leadtime_t <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                   data_int = shap_int, 

                                   x= "Market_Index", y = "Lead_time",  

                                   color_feature = "Lead_time", dilute = 10) 

age_t <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                              data_int = shap_int, 

                              x= "Market_Index", y = "Age",  

                              color_feature = "Age") 

lf_t <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                             data_int = shap_int, 

                             x= "Market_Index", y = "Load_Factor",  

                             color_feature = "Load_Factor") 

grid.arrange(charterer_t, route_t, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(owner_t,leadtime_t,  ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(age_t, lf_t, ncol=2) 

#vs Charterer 

Market_Index_c <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Charterer_encoded", y = "Market_Index",  

                                color_feature = "Market_Index") 

route_c <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Charterer_encoded", y = "Route_encoded",  
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                                color_feature = "Route_encoded", dilute =8) 

owner_c <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Charterer_encoded", y = "Owner_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Owner_encoded", dilute = 8) 

leadtime_c <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                   data_int = shap_int, 

                                   x= "Charterer_encoded", y = "Lead_time",  

                                   color_feature = "Lead_time") 

age_c <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                              data_int = shap_int, 

                              x= "Charterer_encoded", y = "Age",  

                              color_feature = "Age") 

lf_c <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                             data_int = shap_int, 

                             x= "Charterer_encoded", y = "Load_Factor",  

                             color_feature = "Load_Factor") 

grid.arrange(route_c, owner_c, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(leadtime_c2, age_c, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(lf_c, Market_Index_c, ncol=2) 

#vs Route 

Market_Index_r <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Route_encoded", y = "Market_Index",  

                                color_feature = "Market_Index") 
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charterer_r <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                    data_int = shap_int, 

                                    x= "Route_encoded", y = "Charterer_encoded",  

                                    color_feature = "Charterer_encoded") 

owner_r <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Route_encoded", y = "Owner_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Owner_encoded") 

leadtime_r <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                   data_int = shap_int, 

                                   x= "Route_encoded", y = "Lead_time",  

                                   color_feature = "Lead_time") 

age_r <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                              data_int = shap_int, 

                              x= "Route_encoded", y = "Age",  

                              color_feature = "Age", dilute = 8) 

lf_r <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                             data_int = shap_int, 

                             x= "Route_encoded", y = "Load_Factor",  

                             color_feature = "Load_Factor") 

grid.arrange(charterer_r, owner_r, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(leadtime_r, age_r, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(lf_r, Market_Index_r, ncol=2) 

# vs Owner 

Market_Index_o <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 
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                                x= "Owner_encoded", y = "Market_Index",  

                                color_feature = "Market_Index") 

route_o <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Owner_encoded", y = "Route_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Route_encoded") 

charterer_o <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                    data_int = shap_int, 

                                    x= "Owner_encoded", y = "Charterer_encoded",  

                                    color_feature = "Charterer_encoded") 

leadtime_o <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                   data_int = shap_int, 

                                   x= "Owner_encoded", y = "Lead_time",  

                                   color_feature = "Lead_time") 

age_o <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                              data_int = shap_int, 

                              x= "Owner_encoded", y = "Age",  

                              color_feature = "Age") 

lf_o <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                             data_int = shap_int, 

                             x= "Owner_encoded", y = "Load_Factor",  

                             color_feature = "Load_Factor") 

grid.arrange(route_o, charterer_o, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(leadtime_o, age_o, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(lf_o, Market_Index_o, ncol=2) 

#vs Lead time 
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Market_Index_lt <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Lead_time", y = "Market_Index",  

                                color_feature = "Market_Index") 

route_lt <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                 data_int = shap_int, 

                                 x= "Lead_time", y = "Route_encoded",  

                                 color_feature = "Route_encoded") 

charterer_lt <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                     data_int = shap_int, 

                                     x= "Lead_time", y = "Charterer_encoded",  

                                     color_feature = "Charterer_encoded") 

owner_lt <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                 data_int = shap_int, 

                                 x= "Lead_time", y = "Owner_encoded",  

                                 color_feature = "Owner_encoded") 

age_lt <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                               data_int = shap_int, 

                               x= "Lead_time", y = "Age",  

                               color_feature = "Age") 

lf_lt <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                              data_int = shap_int, 

                              x= "Lead_time", y = "Load_Factor",  

                              color_feature = "Load_Factor") 

grid.arrange(route_lt, charterer_lt, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(owner_lt, age_lt, ncol=2) 
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grid.arrange(lf_lt, Market_Index_lt, ncol=2) 

#vs Age 

Market_Index_a <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                               data_int = shap_int, 

                               x= "Age", y = "Market_Index",  

                               color_feature = "Market_Index") 

route_a <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Age", y = "Route_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Route_encoded", dilute=8) 

charterer_a <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                    data_int = shap_int, 

                                    x= "Age", y = "Charterer_encoded",  

                                    color_feature = "Charterer_encoded") 

owner_a <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Age", y = "Owner_encoded",  

                                color_feature = "Owner_encoded") 

leadtime_a <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                   data_int = shap_int, 

                                   x= "Age", y = "Lead_time",  

                                   color_feature = "Lead_time") 

lf_a <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                             data_int = shap_int, 

                             x= "Age", y = "Load_Factor",  

                             color_feature = "Load_Factor") 
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grid.arrange(route_a, charterer_a, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(owner_a, leadtime_a, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(lf_a, Market_Index_a, ncol=2) 

#vs Load Factor 

Market_Index_lf <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                data_int = shap_int, 

                                x= "Load_Factor", y = "Market_Index",  

                                color_feature = "Market_Index") 

route_lf <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                 data_int = shap_int, 

                                 x= "Load_Factor", y = "Route_encoded",  

                                 color_feature = "Route_encoded") 

charterer_lf <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                     data_int = shap_int, 

                                     x= "Load_Factor", y = "Charterer_encoded",  

                                     color_feature = "Charterer_encoded") 

 

owner_lf <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                 data_int = shap_int, 

                                 x= "Load_Factor", y = "Owner_encoded",  

                                 color_feature = "Owner_encoded") 

leadtime_lf <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 

                                    data_int = shap_int, 

                                    x= "Load_Factor", y = "Lead_time",  

                                    color_feature = "Lead_time") 

age_lf <- shap.plot.dependence(data_long = shap_long, 
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                               data_int = shap_int, 

                               x= "Load_Factor", y = "Age",  

                               color_feature = "Age") 

grid.arrange(route_lf, charterer_lf, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(owner_lf, leadtime_lf, ncol=2) 

grid.arrange(age_lf, Market_Index_lf, ncol=2) 

#Generate tables of SHAP values 

names(shap_data) <- c("Charterer_SV", "Route_SV", "Owner_SV", "Lead_time_SV",  

                      "Age_SV", "Load_Factor_SV", "Market_Index_SV", "BIAS", "Row_Sum", 

"Pred_Mod") 

train_temp2 <- cbind(train_temp, shap_data) 

train_temp3 <- train_temp2 %>% 

  select(Charterer, Charterer_SV, Route, Route_encoded, Route_SV, Owner, Owner_SV,  

         Lead_time, Lead_time_SV, Age, Age_SV, Load_Factor, Load_Factor_SV, 

         Market_Index, Market_Index_SV, BIAS, Row_Sum, Pred_Mod, Rate) 

#SHAP values of top 10 charterers 

route_SV <- train_temp3 %>% 

  group_by(Route) %>% 

  summarise(Route_encoded = mean(Route_encoded), 

    Route_SV = mean(Route_SV), 

    Fixtures = n()) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Route_SV))  

#SHAP values of top 10 charterers 

charterer_SV <- train_temp3 %>% 

  group_by(Charterer) %>% 

  summarise(Charterer_SV = mean(Charterer_SV), 

            Fixtures = n()) %>% 
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  arrange(desc(Fixtures)) %>% 

  top_n(n=10, Fixtures) 

#SHAP values of top 10 owners 

owner_SV <- train_temp3 %>% 

  group_by(Owner) %>% 

  summarise(Owner_SV = mean(Owner_SV), 

            Fixtures = n()) %>% 

  arrange(desc(Fixtures)) %>% 

  top_n(n=10, Fixtures) 

 

############################################################## 

# Appendix 

# A6. Fixed Effect Linear Regression 

############################################################# 

# Standardize the numeric variable for linear regression 

# Creating Age Squared variable 

df_lr <- df %>% 

  mutate(Age_sqr = Age^2) 

# Numeric variables 

DFnumeric <- df_lr[,c("Lead_time","Age", "Load_Factor", "Age_sqr")]  

# Standardize the data 

PreNum <- preProcess(DFnumeric, method=c("center", "scale")) 

DFnorm <- predict(PreNum, DFnumeric) 

summary(DFnorm) 

df_lr <- cbind(df_lr[,c("Charterer", "Route","Owner", "Market_Index", "Rate_log")], DFnorm) 

############################## 
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set.seed(6543) 

# Fit model 

lr1 <- feols(Rate_log ~ Lead_time + Age + Age_sqr + Load_Factor + Route | Market_Index,  

             data = df_lr) #Time fixed effect 

lr2 <- feols(Rate_log ~ Lead_time + Age + Age_sqr + Load_Factor + Route | Charterer + Owner,  

             data = df_lr) #Two-way fixed effect 

lr3 <- feols(Rate_log ~ Lead_time + Age + Age_sqr + Load_Factor + Route | Market_Index + 

Charterer + Owner,  

             data = df_lr) #Three way fixed effect 

# Summary of fixed effects OLS estimation 

summary(lr3, cluster = "Route") 

etable(lr1,lr2,lr3, cluster = "Route") 

# Extracting the fixed-effects coefficients 

fe <- fixef(lr3) 

summary(fe) 

fe$Market_Index 

fe$Charterer 

fe$Owner 

#Plot the most notable fixed effects 

plot(fe)  

 

################################################################# 

# A7. GAM for full data 

# Target Encoding 

#Apply on tuning data 

df[["Route_encoded"]] <- encode_target(df[["Route"]], df[["Rate_log"]]) 

df[["Charterer_encoded"]] <- encode_target(df[["Charterer"]], df[["Rate_log"]]) 
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df[["Owner_encoded"]] <- encode_target(df[["Owner"]], df[["Rate_log"]]) 

# Get the final data 

df_xg <- df %>% 

  select(Date, Charterer_encoded, Route_encoded, Owner_encoded, Lead_time, Age, Load_Factor, 

Market_Index, Rate_log) 

######################## 

# Fit model 

set.seed(5678) 

gam1<- 

gam(Rate_log~s(Lead_time)+s(Age)+s(Load_Factor)+s(Market_Index)+s(Charterer_encoded)+s(O

wner_encoded) 

           +s(Route_encoded),  

           data = df_xg[,-1], method="REML", select = TRUE) 

# Summary of GAM results 

summary(gam1) 

# Plot partial dependence plots 

plot(gam1, pages = 4, residuals=F, pch=19, cex=0.25, 

     scheme=1, col='#FF8000', shade=T,shade.col='gray90') 

# Check GAM residuals 

mar <- par(mfrow = c(2, 2)) 

gam.check(gam1, old.style=FALSE, 

          type=c("deviance","pearson","response")) 

par(mar) 

 

################ 

# A8. XGBoost for full data 

# Time series cross validation 

tscv <- df_xg %>% 
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  time_series_cv( 

    date_var    = Date, 

    initial     = "3 years", 

    assess      = "1 year", 

    skip        = "1 year", 

    slice_limit = 10 

  ) 

tscv %>% 

  plot_time_series_cv_plan(Date, Rate_log, .interactive = FALSE) 

# Divide data into 6 folds: 

# Fold 1: 

train1 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[1]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[1]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali1 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[1]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[1]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold1 <- rbind(train1, vali1) 

# Fold 2: 

train2 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[2]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[2]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali2 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[2]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[2]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold2 <- rbind(train2, vali2) 

# Fold 3: 

train3 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[3]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[3]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali3 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[3]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[3]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold3 <- rbind(train3, vali3) 

# Fold 4: 

train4 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[4]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[4]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali4 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[4]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[4]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold4 <- rbind(train4, vali4) 
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# Fold 5: 

train5 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[5]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[5]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali5 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[5]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[5]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold5 <- rbind(train5, vali5) 

# Fold 6: 

train6 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[6]]$in_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[6]]$in_id, n=1)),-1] 

vali6 <- df_xg[c(tscv$splits[[6]]$out_id[1]:tail(tscv$splits[[6]]$out_id, n=1)),-1] 

fold6 <- rbind(train6, vali6) 

####################### 

# Prepare for fitting XGBoost model 

# The predictor variables  

predictors <- df_xg %>% 

  select(-c(Rate_log, Date)) %>% 

  as.matrix() 

# The response variable  

output <- df_xg$Rate_log 

# Constract xgb.DMatrix object for XGBoost 

dtrain <- xgb.DMatrix(data = predictors, label = output) 

# Change column names of training, validation and test data 

colnames(fold1) <- make.names(colnames(fold1),unique = T) 

colnames(fold2) <- make.names(colnames(fold2),unique = T) 

colnames(fold3) <- make.names(colnames(fold3),unique = T) 

colnames(fold4) <- make.names(colnames(fold4),unique = T) 

colnames(fold5) <- make.names(colnames(fold5),unique = T) 

colnames(fold6) <- make.names(colnames(fold6),unique = T) 

###################### 
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# XGBoost 

# Tuning Hyperparameters  

# create mlr task for XGBoost 

trainTask <- makeRegrTask(data = df_xg[,-1], target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask1 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold1, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask2 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold2, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask3 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold3, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask4 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold4, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask5 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold5, target = "Rate_log")  

trainTask6 <- makeRegrTask(data = fold6, target = "Rate_log")  

# Fold 1 

set.seed(123) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb1 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask1,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train1),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train1)):nrow(fold1),  

                                                              nrow(fold1)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 2 

set.seed(124) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb2 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask2,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train2),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train2)):nrow(fold2),  
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                                                              nrow(fold2)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 3 

set.seed(125) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb3 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask3,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train3),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train3)):nrow(fold3),  

                                                              nrow(fold3)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 4 

set.seed(126) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb4 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask4,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train4),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train4)):nrow(fold4),  

                                                              nrow(fold4)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 5 

set.seed(127) 
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# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search throuhgh 10 iterations 

best_xgb5 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask5,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train5),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train5)):nrow(fold5),  

                                                              nrow(fold5)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######### 

# Fold 6 

set.seed(128) 

# Run base learner for the training Task and randomly search through 10 iterations 

best_xgb6 <- tuneParams(learn, task = trainTask6,  

                        resampling = makeFixedHoldoutInstance(train.inds = 1:nrow(train6),  

                                                              test.inds = (1+nrow(train6)):nrow(fold6),  

                                                              nrow(fold6)),  

                        par.set = param,  

                        control = makeTuneControlRandom(maxit = 10L)) 

######## 

# Compare result from 6 folds, choose the optimal parameter 

# The optimal parameter will be: 

best_xgb3 

 

######## 

# Assign the optimal hyperparameter to the leaner 

learn1 <- setHyperPars(learn, par.vals = best_xgb3$x) 

# Fit xgboost model for training data 
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tr <- mlr::train(learn1, trainTask) 

model <- xgb.train(data = dtrain, 

                   label = output, 

                   objective = "reg:linear", 

                   min_child_weight = as.numeric(best_xgb3$x[1]), 

                   nrounds = as.numeric(best_xgb3$x[2]), 

                   max_depth = as.numeric(best_xgb3$x[3]), 

                   eta = as.numeric(best_xgb3$x[4]), 

                   subsample = as.numeric(best_xgb3$x[5]), 

                   lambda = as.numeric(best_xgb3$x[6]), 

                   watchlist = list(train=dtrain),  

                   maximize = F , eval_metric = "error")   

 

######################################### 

# XGBoost Feature Important 

######################################### 

# Find important scores of all features 

ximp <- xgb.importance(model = model) 

# Create plot of feature importance 

xgb.ggplot.importance(importance_matrix = ximp, n_clusters = 1) + 

  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size = 20), 

        axis.title.y = element_text(size = 20), 

        axis.text.x = element_text(size=20), 

        axis.text.y = element_text(size=20), 

        legend.text = element_text(size=20), 

        legend.title = element_text(size=20), 
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        title = element_text(size = 20), 

        aspect.ratio = 2/3, 

        legend.position = "none")  

 

######################################### 

# Partial dependence plot 

pd <- generatePartialDependenceData(tr, trainTask, ximp$Feature) 

plotPartialDependence(pd) 

 

 


